Try the World’s Fastest, Easiest Finish! p.28

Super Simple Solid Oak Bookcase p.60

Test: Best Bandsaws Under $550 p.54

3 Ingenious Shop Projects:
- Portable Workbench
- Drum sander
- Plug Trimmer

Showcase anything from guns to glassware!

31 Time- and Money-Saving Shop Tips You Can Use TODAY
10" Heavy-Duty Cabinet Table Saws w/Riving Knife
Perfect for cutting panels and wide stock!

- Motor: 3 HP, 220V, single-phase or 5 HP, 220V/440V*, 3-phase
- Precision ground cast iron table
- Table size w/wings attached: 27" x 75/8".
- Max. depth of cut: 3/4" @ 90°, 2/3" @ 45°.
- Arbor: 1/4"
- 62" rip capacity
- Approx. shipping weight: 514 lbs.

G0651 3 HP, single-phase
INTRODUCTORY PRICE $1695
G0652 5 HP, 3-phase
INTRODUCTORY PRICE $1695

12" Baby Drum Sander
- SANDING motor: 1/2 HP, 110V, single-phase
- Conveyor motor: 1/4 HP, 110V, single-phase, variable speed 0-15 FPM
- Drum surface speed: 2500 FPM
- Max. stock dimensions: 12" wide x 3 3/4" thick
- Min. stock length: 8".
- SANDING drum size: 4"
- SANDING belt: 3" hook & loop
- Approx. shipping weight: 160 lbs.

G0459 ONLY $650

19" Heavy-Duty Extreme Series® Bandsaw
- Motor: 3 HP, 220V, single-phase, TEC
- Precision ground cast iron table
- Table size: 26 3/4" x 19 1/4".
- Cutting capacity/throat: 18 3/4".
- Max. cutting height: 12".
- Blade size: 143" L (1/4" - 1/4" wide).
- 2 Blade speeds: 1700, 3500 FPM
- Approx. shipping weight: 458 lbs.

Includes Aluminum Re-saw Fence Attachment, Dual Ball Bearing Blade Guides, Cast Iron Wheels & Fence

MADE IN ISO 9001 FACTORY!

G0514X ONLY $1150

21" Super Heavy-Duty Bandsaws w/Tilting Geared Table
- Motor: 3 HP or 5 HP, 220V, single-phase
- Precision ground cast iron table
- Table size: 29 3/4" x 20 3/4" x 1 1/2".
- Table tilt: 5" L, 45° R.
- Cutting capacity/throat: 20".
- Max. cutting height: 14".
- Biode size: 185" long (1/4" - 1/32").
- Biode speed: 4600 FPM
- Approx. shipping weight: 684 lbs.

Includes 1" Blade, Cast Iron Wheels & Fence

G0566 3 HP
ONLY $1850
G0565 5 HP
ONLY $1850

Heavy-Duty 17" Extreme Bandsaw w/ Cast Iron Wheels
Only Grizzly offers these features for this price!

- Motor: 2 HP, 110V/220V, single-phase, TEC
- Larger precision ground cast iron table size: 22 x 17".
- Table tilt: 5° left, 45° right.
- Max. cutting height: 12".
- 2 blade speeds: 1700 & 3500 FPM.
- Double ball bearing blade guides.
- Quick change blade release/tensioner.
- Approx. shipping weight: 414 lbs.

Includes Deluxe Re-saw Fence, Miter Gauge & 1/4" Blade

G0513X2 ONLY $950

10" Left-Tilting Table Saws w/Cast Iron Router Table
- Motor: 3 HP, 220V, single-phase or 5 HP, 220V, single-phase
- Precision ground cast iron table
- Table size w/extension: 27" x 75 3/4".
- Arbor: %"
- Cutting capacity: 8" L, 26" R.
- Max. depth of cut: 3" @ 90°, 2 3/4" @ 45°.
- Approx. shipping weight: 532 lbs.

10° Cutting Capacity!

G1023SLW 3 HP, single-phase
ONLY $1050
G1023SLWX 5 HP, single-phase
ONLY $1195

10" Left-Tilting Table Saw w/7" Rails & Extension Table
- Motor: 3 HP, 220V, single-phase
- Precision ground cast iron table
- Extension table size: 27" x 44".
- Arbor: 1/4" (accepts dado blades up to 13/4")
- Cutting capacity: 8" L, 54" R.
- Max. depth of cut: 3" @ 90°, 2 3/4" @ 45°.
- Approx. shipping weight: 532 lbs.

Includes SHOP FOX® Classic Fence & Cast Iron Miter Gauge

G1023SLX ONLY $1295

Professional Spindle Shapers
- Motor: 5 HP, 220V, single-phase, TEC or 7 HP, 220V/440V*, 3-phase
- Precision ground cast iron table size:
- 35 1/2" x 28".
- Spindle sizes: 1", 1 1/4" & 1 1/8" x 71/2".
- Spindle speeds: 3600, 5100, 8000 & 10,000 RPM.
- Spindle travel: 31".
- Max. cutter dia.: 5 1/4".
- Approx. shipping weight: 602 lbs.

5 HP, single-phase
G5912Z ONLY $2195
7 HP, 3-phase
G7214Z ONLY $2195

Includes Fence & Cast Iron Miter Gauge

3 GREAT SHOWROOMS!
BELLINGHAM, WA
MUNCY, PA
SPRINGFIELD, MO

TECHNICAL SERVICE: 570-546-9663 FAX: 800-438-5901
15" Planer w/Spiral Cutterhead
An unbeatable combination of stability, power, smoothness & mobility!

- Motor: 3 HP, 220V, single-phase
- Precision ground cast iron tables & extension wings
- Table size: 15" x 20"
- Max. cutting height: 8" (13"
- Feed rate: 16 & 30 FPM
- Cutterhead speed: 5000 RPM
- 2 speed gearbox
- Magnetic safety switch
- Heavy-duty cast iron construction
- Approx. shipping weight: 675 lbs.

G0453Z
INTRODUCTORY PRICE $1295.00

8" Jointer w/Spiral Cutterhead
Versatile parallelogram table adjustment system!

- Motor: 3 HP, 220V, single-phase, TEFC
- Precision ground cast iron tables
- Total table size: 8" x 76 1/4"
- Infeed table size: 8" x 43 1/4"
- 4 row spiral cutterhead
- Cutterhead speed: 5350 RPM
- Max. rabbeting depth: 1/4"
- Deluxe cast iron fence size: 36"L x 1/4"H x 5"W
- Approx. shipping weight: 597 lbs.

G0490X
INTRODUCTORY PRICE $1075.00

20" Planer

- Motor: 5 HP, 220V, single-phase
- Table size: 20" x 25 1/4" (20" x 55 1/2" w extension)
- Max. cutting width: 20" (24"
- Max. cutting height: 8" (13"
- Min. stock length: 7 1/4"
- Max. cutting depth: 6 1/4"
- Feed rate: 16 FPM & 20 FPM
- Cutterhead dia.: 3 1/4"
- Cutterhead speed: 5000 RPM
- Approx. shipping weight: 920 lbs.

G0454
ONLY $1295.00

20" Extreme Series® Planer w/Spiral Cutterhead

- Motor: 5 HP, 220V, single-phase
- Precision ground cast iron table size: 20" x 25 1/4" (20" x 55 1/2" w extension)
- Max. cutting width: 20" (24"
- Max. cutting height: 8" (13"
- Max. cutting depth: 8 1/4"
- Cutterhead speed: 4800 RPM
- Feed rate: 16 & 20 FPM
- Approx. shipping weight: 909 lbs.

G1033X
ONLY $2395.00

24" Professional Planers

- Cutterhead motor: 5 HP, 220V, single-phase or 7 1/2 HP, 220V/440V*, 3-phase
- Feed motor: 2 HP
- Precision ground cast iron table size: 24 1/4" x 31 3/4"
- Variable feed speeds & Lever Adjustable Feed Rollers
- Max. cutting height: 8 1/4"
- Max cutting width: 20 1/2"
- Feed rate: 17-26 FPM
- Cutterhead speed: 5200 RPM
- Knives: 4 HSS
- Approx. shipping weight: 1130 lbs.

G5851Z
ONLY $3795.00
G7213Z
ONLY $3795.00

12" x 83 1/2" Parallelogram Jointer

- Motor: 3 HP, 220V, single-phase
- Precision ground cast iron table size: 12 1/2" x 83 1/2"
- Cutterhead knives: (4) 12" x 1/2" 13/4"
- Cutterhead dia.: 3 1/4"
- Cutterhead speed: 4850 RPM
- Max. depth of cut: 1 1/4"
- Max. rabbeting capacity: 1 1/4"
- Approx. shipping w/t: 1036 lbs.

G0609
ONLY $1595.00

10" Extreme Series® Jointers

- Motor: 3 HP, 220V, single-phase
- Precision ground cast iron table size: 11" x 84 1/2"
- Max. depth of cut: 1 1/4"
- Rabbeting capacity: 1 1/4"
- Cutterhead speed: 5000 RPM
- Cutterhead dia.: 3 1/4"
- Approx. shipping weight: 977 lbs.

G0480
ONLY $2095.00

The Ultimate 12" Extreme Series® Jointers

- Motor: 3 HP, 220V, single-phase, TEFC
- Precision ground cast iron table size: 12 1/2" x 80"
- Center mounted fence: 43" x 38 1/4"
- Max. depth of cut: 1 1/4"
- Bevel jointing: 90° - 45°
- Cutterhead dia.: 4" (1"
- Cutterhead speed: 5900 RPM
- Approx. shipping weight: 1263 lbs.

G9860
ONLY $3150.00
G9860X
ONLY $4150.00

Visit us at Booth #5435 Aug. 20th through Aug. 23rd

Grizzly.com
OVER 12,000 PRODUCTS ONLINE!
This seal is your assurance that we build every project, verify every fact, and test every reviewed tool in our workshop to guarantee your success and complete satisfaction.

**PROJECTS**
- Ingenious plug trimmer
- Quick jig: Portable drum sander
- Cover: Display or gun cabinet
- Shop project: Portable bench
- Easy-to-build solid-wood bookcase
- Child’s hardworking crane

**TOOLS & MATERIALS**
- Wise Buys: Bandsaw fences
- Best hardware for making jigs
- Tool test: Value-priced 14” bandsaws
- Awesome dust-collection add-ons
- Shop-Proven Products
  - 23-gauge pinners; fast-boring drill bits; more

**TECHNIQUES**
- Make bracket feet from molding
- How to build no-warp doors
- The world’s fastest, simplest finish
- No-math shop geometry!

**DEPARTMENTS**
- Sounding Board
- Shop Tips
- Ask WOOD.
- What’s Ahead
The WOOD e-Newsletter now delivers free project plans, Shop Tips, and alerts you to the newest Web freebies every week. It’s free to sign up at woodmagazine.com/enews, and we promise not to clog your inbox with “special offers.”

EXTRA BANDSAW INFO ONLINE
This issue’s bandsaw review on page 54 is just the tip of the information iceberg. Also check out these FREE bandsaw-related items at WOOD Online:

- VIDEO: How to Install a Riser Block
  woodmagazine.com/riserblockvid
- VIDEO: Easy Bandsaw Blade Changes
  woodmagazine.com/bsbladevid
- VIDEO AND PLANS: Resawing Jig
  woodmagazine.com/resawvideo
- PLANS: Circle-cutting Jig
  woodmagazine.com/circlejig
- TECHNIQUE: Figuring Bandsaw Blade Length
  woodmagazine.com/bsbladelength

START YOUR GIFT “SHOPPING” EARLY
Heading into the shop to begin your holiday gift-building? Before you go, pop into the “Gifts, Clocks, and Boxes” photo gallery at woodmagazine.com/projectgallery. You’ll find hundreds of inspiring reader-made projects, like this stunning jewelry box by Al Bibbero of Littleton, Colo.

MORE FREE STUFF. MORE OFTEN. NO SPAM.

on the web
woodmagazine.com

on the cover
30

65

MORE FREE STUFF. MORE OFTEN. NO SPAM.
ZAR® finishes on top!

Whether you’re creating your own masterpiece or want to give new life to a treasured family heirloom, only the best wood stain will do. ZAR® Wood Stain’s controlled penetration formula allows you to work at your own pace. ZAR® Wood Stain wipes on easily and penetrates evenly for uniform color tone without streaks, lapmarks or blotches. So whether you’re a professional or just want professional looking results – use ZAR® Wood Stains and Clear Finishes.

You control the stain, it doesn’t control you!

For a free brochure and the name of your nearest dealer call 1-800-272-3235, or visit us online at ugl.com.

Circle No. 128
E-Z Woodworking
For the Professional and the Do-It-Yourselfer

E-Z Pocket Hole Jig Kit

Award Winning Ingenuity!

Kit Includes
- 1 Pocket Hole Jig with Clamp
- 3/8" Step Drill Bit & Drill Stop with Hex Wrench
- 3 Drill Stops: 1/4", 5/16" 3/8" & Hex Wrench
- 6" Steel Square Drive Bit
- Square Drive Screws
- Free Project Plans Included

Smart Design
- Heavy duty aluminum extrusion & hardened steel drill bushings
- Built to be portable or bench mounted, and designed with a built-in clamping system

Three Types of Pocket Hole Joints
- Flush, Corner & Angle

Woodworking Made Easy!
For more information visit www.generaltools.com/EZ

General Tools & Instruments™
80 White Street, New York, NY 10013-3567
TEL: 212.431.6100 TOLL FREE: 800.697.8665
sales@generaltools.com www.generaltools.com

GENERAL®
“It’s your job... General Tools make it easier”
Tool handles: An ideal project for novice turners

When I read the article on the 4-in-1 Turned Handle Screwdriver in issue 180 (November 2007, pages 72–74), I knew you wrote it for me. I’m still relatively new to woodworking, so I don’t have many tools, and I’m still honing my skills. This project helped me with both. I’ve made 15 so far, keeping one for my shop and giving the others as Christmas gifts. I made the handles from various combinations of ash, purpleheart, and wenge. Thanks for the fun project.

—Dave Rector, Denham Springs, La.

Another great way to store back issues

To follow up on your “Smart Ways to Store WOOD Magazine” article in issue 177 (July 2007), I offer one more solution: I take the metal splines from file-cabinet hanging folders and insert them into the center spreads of the magazines. Then I hang them in my filing cabinet drawer for convenient, dust-free storage.

—Mark Wile, Marietta, Ohio

Shoulder prevents spilled toothpicks

As an intermediate woodturner, I found your toothpick dispenser on page 72 of issue 182 (March 2008) the perfect project for utilizing some attractive scrapwood. I turned mine, shown below, from glued-up maple and padauk, but I added a twist. To keep people from accidentally pulling the cup too far out and spilling the toothpicks, I made a shoulder inside the cylinder to act as a stop, as shown in the drawing at right. To do this I bored a 1¼" hole from the bottom, stopping about ¾" from the top. Then I bored a 1½" hole from the top. After inserting the cup into the cylinder, I glued a plug in the bottom.

—Frank Pickett, Tucson, Ariz.

Protect power cords with PVC sleeves

I urge your readers to make one modification to the electric cord storage tip on page 10 of issue 183 (May 2008). As a licensed electrician, I worry that wrapping cords around bare bolt threads could, over time, damage the insulation—possibly resulting in shock. Instead, slip a short length of ¾" PVC pipe over the bolt for the cord to rest on.

—Charles Tubbs, Murray, Ky.
Free videos help you learn valuable techniques
I want to compliment the staff of WOOD® magazine for the free videos available at woodmagazine.com/videos. I've been impressed by the quality and content of these videos, especially for subjects that are hard to find on for-sale videos. As a beginning woodturner, I've learned an incredible number of techniques and tips from Brian Simmons, shown left. A video paired with a magazine article really helps me see and understand what you're teaching. Thanks!
-Pieter DeHaan, Somerset, N.J.

Article updates
Issue 182 (March 2008)
In the article "A Perfect Puzzler," the locations of the two magnet holes in the Caged Dove puzzle box are transposed. Here are the correct instructions for Step 4 in the middle column on page 35, along with an updated Drawing 2b:

4 Flip the drawer (C) end-for-end and, using a 5/16" Forstner bit, drill a hole centered 1/4" from the back edge and as deep as the rare-earth magnet is thick. In the filler (D), bore another magnet hole the same size and depth centered 3/8" from the back edge. (Perry offsets the holes by 1/8" so the magnets hold the drawer in place.)

Issue 184 (July 2008)
In the WOOD Patterns® insert on page 47, you'll find the zebra and rhino patterns which were excluded from the insert in issue 184.

Issue 184 (July 2008)
Here are the dimensions for the District of Columbia and U.S. Territories coin holders on page 10.
Simple story board makes fence setup a snap

A story stick is a great way to set up your tablesaw fence accurately without measuring every time. But sometimes, measurements too near each other can be hard to mark and read reliably. My solution: Create a story “board” out of a scrap of 1/4” hardboard. For every fence setup, after I cut my workpieces, I make a short cut on the story board, and write in the measurement and the name of the part. That way, if I forget to cut a piece or have to make a re-cut, it is simple to capture the blade in the story board and slide the fence into place against the story board, as shown below.

To make the story board even more reliable, I record information on it such as the date, the blade used, even the name of the piece of furniture. I store all of my story boards on a nail on a rafter for those times when my friends and family ask, “Can you make me one just like it?”

—Serge Duclos, De/son, Que.

Never miss a bit with combination holder and gauge

Finding the right bit for bolts, dowels, or other hardware couldn’t be easier with the combination drill-bit holder and gauge that I made. I simply drilled holes into the edge of a hardwood scrap to hold each bit. Then I drilled gauge holes of the same size through the face of the holder centered on the bit holes. The bits block the gauge holes, but I can quickly slide bits out of their holes to fit a piece of hardware through the gauge holes. When the hardware fits the hole, the bit in my hand is the winner.

—Rick Hutcheson, Grimes, Iowa

continued on page 10
What's The Secret To Flawless Edge Profiles With NO REWORK?

Freud's New Quadra-Cut™ 4 Cutter Design

How It Works!

Two large cutter wings shear upward to remove most of the stock for fast, extremely smooth cuts.

Two small cutter wings shear downward for an ultra-fine finish, even when routing crossgrain in delicate materials!

For A Smooth Sanded Finish... ...Without The Rework!

"Mirror-smooth finish with sharp, clean details!"
- Chris Marshall, Woodworker's Journal

"Super-smooth cuts!"
- Glen Huey, Popular Woodworking

Look For These Popular Profiles in 1/2" Shank Quadra-Cut™ Design:
- Classical Cove & Round Bit
- Beading Bit, 1/2" Radius
- Rounding Over Bit, 1/2" Radius
- Rounding Over Bit, 1" Radius
- Table Top Classical Bold Bit
- Table Edge Bit
- Rounding Over Bit, 3/8" Radius
- Rounding Over Bit, 1-1/2" Radius
- Raised Panel Bits

To sign up for Freud's e-mail newsletter or to find a dealer near you visit: www.freudtools.com

Red router bits are a registered trademark of Freud America, Inc. (US) 7800-472-7307
Take the plunge with this self-centering mortising jig

Recently, I constructed a panel door using floating tenons to join the stiles and rails. This method requires precise positioning of two opposing mortises for each tenon. To ensure the alignment, I devised the self-centering mortising jig shown here.

To make one for yourself, begin with the clamping portion, which is held together with aluminum tie bars, as shown in the drawing. The slot in the MDF template should be ¼" wider and longer than the desired mortise to allow for the guide bushing. For instance, my tenons were ½" thick and 3" wide, so the template hole measured ¾" x 3¼". (I routed my mortise using a plunge router equipped with a ¾" bushing and a ½" upcut spiral bit.)

Assemble the jig by attaching the clamping portion to the template, being careful that the screws holding the template to the tie bars are aligned with the centerline of the template slot. Pencil witness marks to indicate the center of the mortise inside both edges of the slot.

To use the jig, position the rail and stile to be joined so their edges to be mortised are next to and parallel to each other [Step 1]. Mark the centerline of the mortise across both edges. When you clamp the jig to the workpiece, align the marks inside the jig with the one on the workpiece [Step 2].

Finally, rout the mortise. The jig can be used on stock of various thicknesses and will always self-center.

—Andy Tischendorf, Sussex, Wis.

Back-saving dustpan for pennies

This stand-up dustpan, made from salvaged parts, is easy on both your back and wallet. Cut the body of the dustpan from a square-bottom, plastic pail used for everything from cat litter to bulk food items. (You can often get free ones from doughnut shops, delis, bakeries, and restaurants.)

The plywood backer prevents the fasteners from pulling through and protects the plastic from fatigue. The handle for my dustpan came from a broken snow shovel, but any handle or dowel will work. After cutting the handle to length, use your bandsaw to cut a ¾"-deep x 8½"-long slice from one of the ends.

Mark and cut the pail to the profile shown, using either a pair of snips or a rotary tool with a general purpose cutting bit (such as Dremel 561 Multi-Purpose Cutting Bit). Sand a bevel on the leading edge of the pan for easy dust sweep-up.

—Raj Chaudhry, New York
Simple system for marking square on big panels

Marking a square end on a large panel can pose a sizable challenge, especially if you can’t trust your framing square to be perfectly square. The simple system shown here will allow you to accurately mark panels with your framing square.

Before marking, rip your panel to width on the tablesaw so both edges are parallel. Next, mark the center of the panel across its width.

With your square held against one edge, make a mark at the edge (Point A) and across the center mark to form a crosshatch. Flip the square to the opposite edge, aligning it with the center crosshatch, and mark the edge (Point B).

Using a straightedge, draw a line between points A and B. Measure from this line or cut along it for a square end. Because the sides are parallel and you marked from the center, even an out-of-square will ensure a square cut.

—Don Klimesh, Sylvania, Ohio

continued on page 12

The new FEIN MultiMaster: The universal tool for remodeling and renovation.

One tool, a few attachments... Thousands of projects!

40% more powerful! The new FEIN MultiMaster is more versatile and powerful than ever. Replace windows, flooring, and tile; repair furniture, refinish molding; work on cars, boats... the list is endless! The MultiMaster oscillates for smooth running. A wide range of accessories are available.

MADE IN GERMANY

For more information, a free brochure or to see the complete line of MultiMaster at a dealer near you, call 1-800-441-9878 or visit us at www.feinus.com.

Look for the new FEIN infomercial starring Jodi Marks and Pat Simpson of HGTV!
One miter mistake you can make disappear

I built three picture frames for retirement gifts, but just as I was about ready to present them, I noticed that one joint had apparently slipped in the clamp and was partially open. Feeling a bit desperate, I performed a quick fix that saved me considerable embarrassment.

To repair the joint, I centered it on the kerf of my mitersaw blade, clamped a stopblock square to the fence, and cut through the faulty joint. Next, I rotated the frame 180° and re-cut the opposite joint. With a quick and tidy clamp-up, the frame went back together perfectly. Although the frame was a shade smaller, the glass and matting still fit, and I made the deadline with work I was proud to call my own.

—Jim Culler, Bellville, Ohio
Double-duty from long pipe clamps

I often run out of properly sized pipe clamps any time I have a project with more than a few doors to glue up. Rather than spread the gluing stage over several days, I added an extra clamp head and tail-stop to each, as shown. (You may have to have your pipes threaded on the other end at your local plumbing store). Now, they do double-duty, letting me glue up two doors at once.  

—Dewayne Ketchell, Roy, Utah

---

A right-angle driver at a just-right price: Free

If you've ever priced a right-angle screw gun, you know it's a lot of money for a tool most of us won't use very often. Fortunately, all of those hex-drive bits fit snugly into a ¼" socket, meaning the ratchet you probably already own serves as a solid substitute when you need to drive a screw in a tight spot.

—Robert Erwin, North Port, Fla.

---

With 20 years experience and a superior product line, the experts at Penn State Industries will provide you effective solutions for a cleaner shop.

TEMPEST™ Cyclones

- 2.5HP - 1450CFM - $995
- 3.5HP - 1700CFM - $1125
- 5.0HP - 1800CFM - $1350

Commercial Systems

- Ideal for CNC machines, production shops & more
- 2000 CFM to 3700 CFM from $495 to $1220

Premium Ductwork

- Pipe for maximum airflow
- Fittings and hoods for any application

Ductwork Planning Service

- An accurate layout of your shop to save you hours of planning

Call Bill at 1-800-377-7297 x16 to help you plan the best solution for your shop & info on how to get a FREE ductwork plan & a FREE catalog.
What makes the R4™ UberGrade™?

A CEE thread that works
The CEE thread enlarges the screw hole for the unthreaded portion of the screw, reducing friction, increasing drawing strength and all but eliminating splitting.

W-Cut™
Our patented W-Cut thread design with its razor sharp teeth slashes cleanly through fibrous materials effectively reducing the amount of torque needed to drive the screw.

Zip-Tip™
Zip-Tip provides lightning quick starts with surgical precision.

Patented cutting pockets
Our six, self-contained cutting pockets eliminate pre-drilling and the need for countersink bits.

Climatek™ coating
Our exclusive Climatek coating boasts a hefty dose of zinc and polymer which inhibits corrosion. Its gold-plated coating blends nicely with all species of wood.

Possibly the best screw ever. We looked at our multipurpose screws from every angle imaginable and tweaked everything we saw. The result is the most technologically advanced screw available. The R4™ is so exceptionally superior, we had to create a new category of fasteners just to describe it: UberGrade™. Are you UberGrade™?
Wooden fingers lend a helping hand

When building cases, I often find that nature did not provide me with enough hands, so I made my own "wooden fingers." These fingers slide down on a long dowel to steady large wooden panels for glue-up or joinery. And they leave the corners completely unobstructed for driving screws or nails.

—Ralph Roberts,
Thompsonville, Mich.

Complex spindles from simple cutters

I'm not a master at the lathe, so when a project required multiple spindles with adjacent beads, I needed a solution for turning them out quickly and accurately. That's when I remembered the three-bead cutter bit (model no. 23305, craftsman.com) for my Craftsman tablesaw molding cutterhead. Bolted to a piece of \( \frac{3}{4} \times 1 \times 8 \) steel bar, it became a bead scraper that helped me turn out a couple of dozen identically beaded spindles in no time. With the wide variety of cutter profiles available, I can turn any number of complex shapes, and look like a pro in the process.

—Bob Sandefur, Loxahatchee, Fla.
block of wood or scrap of 2x4 stock, a short length of hacksaw blade, and four felt dots are all it takes to make this shop aid. Use the jig to cut off screw-hiding plugs, to trim protruding dowels from dowel joints, or to cut decorative plugs for joinery where you want the dowel or plug to protrude slightly.

Build the trimmer shown, routing round-overs along the top edges for hand comfort. The depth of the groove in the bottom of the block determines the length of the dowel or plug protrusion that will remain after cutting. Create a shallow groove in the jig's bottom for trimming dowels nearly flush with the surface of the surrounding wood, leaving an easy-to-sand-flush dowel end exposed. Or, deepen the groove and let the dowel or plug stand proud for a more pronounced effect.

For trimming dowels from edge joints, as shown in the inset above right, clamp on a pair of scrap supports to create a larger flat surface for the jig to ride on.

Project design: Dale Toms, Bedford, Va.

Find dozens of FREE shop-helper project plans at woodmagazine.com/freeplans
New Tools from Gladstone

Ceramic Marking Knives
$29.95 Ceramic Blade, Padouk Handle
(Never Sharpen Again!)

24" Hollowing Tool with 2 HSS Cutting Tips
$35.00 Hollow Form Essentials

Glue Scraper with 12" handle $20.00

20" Hollowing Tool w/HSS Bullet Shaped Cutting Tip
$28.00 Hollow Form Essentials

Visit us at the IWF Show in Atlanta August 20-23, Booth #4649

ORDER ONLINE:
www.gladstonetools.com
www.mannyswoodworkersplace.com
or by phone 1-800-243-0713
425 Curry Ave, Lexington, Ky 40508

Create Beautiful Pens in Minutes

If you're looking for an easy, relaxing and rewarding woodworking hobby that won't break the bank — then pen making is for you.

Impress your friends and family with the gift of a beautiful hand turned pen. The perfect hobby for quick and attractive projects. Make a pen with Penn State Industries' 5-step/15 minute process.

Get started now with our all-inclusive, Super Pen Making Starter Set.

SAVE $120 on our Super Pen Making Starter Set
Regularly $66.00 NOW $485
with FREE Shipping
Order item #PK073SPWB

Penn State Industries
1-800-377-7297 • www.pennstateind.com/getstarted
CATALOGS FOR CRAFTSMEN

1. ADAMS WOOD PRODUCTS - The widest variety of solid wood components available in the industry: bun feet, island and table legs, bedposts, table bases, corbels, onlays, pool table legs, and more.

2. AMERICAN FURNITURE DESIGN - The leader in woodworking plans for furniture! Over 85,000 copies of our Mission Bed have been sold! CAD generated designs, 36"x48" with instructions. Hardware, hand tools, router bits, finishes & books.

3. BEREAL - High Quality pen kits, wine bottle stopper kits and more. Huge selection.

4. BESSEY TOOLS - A German manufacturer that produces a wide range of styles and sizes of clamps. In its 120 years of history, BESSEY® has created a reputation for producing products of exceptional quality.

5. CARTER PRODUCTS - Carter AccuRight™ Bandsaw Blades, Carter Guides and Tires, Stabilizer™ Guides, Quick Release™, Electronic Tension Gauge™, Cobra Coll™ Tension Spring, Clean Sweep™ Bandsaw Brush, more.

6. CHERRY TREE - Patterns and kits for whirligigs, bird feeders, toys, clocks, dollhouses, totem poles and more. Great deals on wood parts, etc. Catalog.

7. COOK'S SAW MFG., LLC. - Specializes in manufacturing portable and stationary sawmills, edgers, resaws, sharpeners, setters, and band blades. FREE catalog.

8. FORREST MANUFACTURING - The finest, quietest saw blades and dadoes! Full line of sizes available.

9. GRANBERG INTERNATIONAL - For 50 years, Granberg International has been manufacturing quality chainsaw accessories—the best in portable saw mill attachments and chainsaw sharpeners.


11. HARTVILLE TOOL - Serving woodworkers since 1972 with essential, unique, and hard to find hand tools, power tool accessories, router bits, and much more!

12. HUT PRODUCTS - "Turn to Quality". A comprehensive catalog for Wood Turners from HUT Products.

13. KLOCKIT - Whether your next project is to build a beautiful clock or repair a treasured heirloom. Klockit can supply all you need; Plans, Wood Kits and Clock Components.

14. KREG TOOL COMPANY - Specializing in tools and supplies for Pocket-Screw Joinery including our NEW line of Precision Routing products and Clamping Systems.

15. LIGNOMAT - Catalog describes full line of wood moisture meters. Convenient, reliable and affordable moisture meters for any hobbyist and woodworker.
Want from these 28 FREE LISTINGS! See the attached card for ordering info.

17 MANNY'S WOODWORKERS PLACE
- Gladstone Tools line of measuring and marking tools, Japanese tools, Veritas, Sortas, Flexcut, books, DVDs, Plans.

18 ONEIDA AIR SYSTEMS, INC.
- Offers the finest quality dust collection systems and a complete line of ductwork and accessories. Free catalog.

19 PACKARD WOODWORKS

20 ROCKLER WOODWORKING AND HARDWARE
- Quality, innovative products for the woodworking shop. Exclusive shop tables, router bits, jigs, unique hardware. FREE catalog.

21 THE ROUDEBUSH COMPANY
- The most unique woodworking kits you'll find. Irish Mail Handcar, Coaster Wagon, Buckboard Bench — kits include everything except the wood.

22 SOMMERFELD'S TOOLS
- For the best Router Bits, Blades, Tools and Tips, Sommerfeld's offers a FREE Catalog & Free Shipping!

23 STEVE WALL LUMBER CO.
- Supplier of hardwoods, exotics, plywood, custom panel doors, turning squares, hardwood flooring, Oliver Machinery, and Festool products. Catalog.

24 TOOLMART
- Your best online brand name Power tools and Accessories store. Our aim is to provide the finest and best quality tools and accessories at the lowest price.

25 WILLOW DESIGNS
- A complete line of scroll saw patterns and scroll saw supplies, including scroll saw blades, clock parts, books, lumber, plywood, hardware, and tools. Free catalog.

26 WOODCRAFT
- Over 8,000 woodworking hand & power tools, finishing supplies, hardware, exotic woods and more! Top quality tools from around the world, exotics & hard-to-find jigs and accessories.

27 WOODMASTER
- 4-Way Money-Maker planes, molds, sands, saws... creates high-profit moldings, picture frames, tongue & groove. 12", 18", & 25" models.

28 WOODWORKER'S HARDWARE
- Our 544-page catalog features the largest selection of cabinet hardware in this industry, with over 10,000 items in stock.
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Quick & Easy Jig

Portable Drum Sander

Drum-sand curved edges quickly and accurately with this super-simple jig.

A sanding drum makes quick work of smoothing an edge profile rough-cut with a jigsaw. You might think you need a drill press or spindle sander to keep the sanded edges square to the surface, but a corded electric drill, shop scraps, a few dollars' worth of hardware, and a set of inexpensive sanding drums will do the trick. Even if you own a drill press or spindle sander, you'll find this jig handy for sanding a part too large to handle on one of those machines. A few minutes is all it takes to make this simple edge sander. Here's how.

Build the jig
Cut the base and upright to the sizes shown at right. To accommodate large sanding drums, cut a rabbet along the bottom edge of the upright. Then clamp the parts together, drill screw holes, and drive the screws. To help keep the drill from shifting, adhere sandpaper to the upright. Strap your drill to the upright with a large-diameter hose clamp. Chuck a piece of % steel rod into the drill, and check for square, as shown at center. Make adjustments by inserting shims between the drill and the upright.

Using the jig
Chuck a sanding drum into the drill so the top edge of the drum is about % above the bottom surface of the base.
Forrest Blades

Quality Blades for America's Craftsmen

Serious woodworkers demand perfection. That's why so many of them choose Forrest saw blades.

Forrest quality is legendary. Our proprietary manufacturing process, hand straightening, and unique grade of C-4 micrograin carbide give you smooth, quiet cuts without splintering, scratching, or tearouts. In fact, independent tests rate our blades as #1 for rip cuts and crosscuts.

Forrest saw blades are simply the best that money can buy. They're made in the USA by the same family-owned business that's been producing and sharpening them for over 55 years. And they're backed by a 30-day money back guarantee. It's no wonder that serious woodworkers give them such high praise!

"Your blades are without question the best by miles, and I have tried them all." Bob Jensen—Fridley, MN

"These are the finest blades I have ever owned and you should be proud of your quality product." Patrick T. Hankard—South Windsor, CT

"[Forrest blades] cut true, with no vibration. I was a carpenter by trade for over 60 years and continue to be an active woodworker. So, I can say with confidence that Forrest blades are the best."
Carl Stude—Burbank, CA

The message is clear. If you're looking for quality, performance, and value, it pays to choose Forrest blades every time.

Our Most Popular Blades:

Woodworker II — This award-winning, all purpose blade is the finest of its type. It turns big jobs into easy-to-handle ones.

Dado-King — The world's finest multi-tooth dado set. It works effectively in all directions—with the grain or across it.

Chop Master — Produces perfect miters every time—with no bottom splinters. You get smooth edges on all types of wood.

Woodworker I - Great for table and radial saws. It trims and crosscuts all woods up to 2" and is ideal for plywood.

Duraline Hi A/T — Our best blade for birch and oak ply veneers. It also delivers a clean cut on melamine and vinyl over particle board.

Forrest blades come in a wide variety of sizes and are available for practically every application. Call or send for our complete list of products.

Three Convenient Ways To Order

We back our blades with a 30-day money back guarantee. So, choose the method most convenient for you and order today:

- Visit one of our fine-quality dealers or retailers.
- Call us toll free at 1-800-733-7111. (In NJ, 973-473-5236) Ask about special discounts, free shipping on orders over $275, and discounts for blade sharpening.
- Contact our internet store: www.ForrestBlades.com

The First Choice of Serious Woodworkers Since 1946

© 2008 Forrest Manufacturing

As seen in Fine Woodworking's 2004 Tool Guide, pg. 121.

Code WM

Circle No. 205
Turn crown molding into bracket feet

Use a tablesaw and jigsaw to transform store-bought trim into a customized foundation for your next cabinet.

Two quick cuts on your tablesaw can turn common crown molding into bracket feet for bookcases, cabinets, and display cases. First, decide what height of molding brackets will look best for the overall size of your project. For example, 4 1/8"-wide moldings work on tall cabinets while 3 3/4"-wide molding complements the midsize bookcase on page 60.

Foot sizes vary by molding
Moldings follow industry-standard widths and profiles, but vary in thickness. The thinner the molding, the narrower the back bevels you'll remove and the taller the foot. To see how much height a crown-molding foot will add to your project, measure between the bevels on the back.

You also can narrow the bracket feet and alter their profiles by ripping the molding at different locations. Taking just the section between the top and bottom ridges in the profile (the green and black lines in Photo A) gives you a 2 3/4" blank from the wide crown, a 2 5/8"-wide blank from the medium, and a 1 3/4" blank from the narrow crown.

And nothing says you can't make the bracket feet with the profile turned upside down from how it's shown here.

Cut and miter the blanks
After you choose a crown molding style, set your tablesaw fence to remove the first inside bevel (Drawing 1). Then reset the fence and cut away the opposite inside bevel.

For the two-piece crown-molding bracket feet we're making here, cut from each blank a side piece as long as the depth of the cabinet (or 3/4" longer to create a reveal, as shown above) and a short front piece. To make the wood grain flow around mitered corners like the one above, first measure the combined length of the front and side pieces for each foot and add 2'. Then cut two blanks that long.

Next, tilt your tablesaw blade to 45° and test for accuracy using scrap. With an extension on your miter gauge, cut the front piece to length. To cut the side piece, turn the remainder of the blank end for end, and miter as close as

1. REMOVE BEVELS IN TWO PASSES

Cutting at the black and red lines yields the widest blank after removing the bevels. Cuts at the green lines leave a thicker top edge.
possible to the previously mitered end so you leave a triangular piece of waste [Photo B]. Repeat for the other side and front pieces. Then reset the blade to 90° and cut the side pieces to length.

Cut curved patterns

You can create your own bracket foot cutout design, or use a pattern such as the one in the WOOD Patterns® insert on page 48 for the bookcase. You also can fine-tune an existing pattern to fit the width of your molding blank [Drawing 2]. Because you'll need a mirror pattern for the other side of your project, use a photocopier “mirror image” setting to make a reversed pair of the original patterns. Otherwise, trim a pattern to the lines, turn it upside down, and use spray adhesive to attach it to the mitered blank.

A scrollsaw with a #7 (12 tpi) blade will produce clean cuts that need minimal sanding. If you don't have a scrollsaw, use a jigsaw with a 12-tpi blade [Photo C].

To assemble one of the brackets, glue and press the miters together by hand [Photo D]. Keep pressure on the pieces for 2 minutes; then carefully release them to avoid jarring the joint. Allow 3 hours for the glue to dry. This way, you avoid problems attaching clamps to the uneven routed profile while keeping the parts aligned.

Add mounting blocks

You could now simply glue and clamp the assembled bracket feet to your project. But to add strength and a place to sink mounting screws, attach a mounting block to the inside corner [Photo E]. From ¾" solid wood or plywood, cut a block smaller than the inside bracket dimensions. Then glue and clamp the block flush with the top edges of the foot. After the glue dries, drill shank holes, glue, and screw the assembly to your cabinet. For the bookcase, shown on page 60, we left ½" of the top edges of the brackets exposed as decorative touches.

Illustrations: Roxanne LeMoine; Lorna Johnson

2 SIZE THE TEMPLATE TO THE BLANK

You can modify a single serpentine pattern to work on different crown-molding widths.
Avoiding Workshop Goofs

Ward off warped doors
Come on, baby, let’s NOT do the twist!

Know one thing right up front: You’ll never completely prevent doors from warping. But, you can greatly reduce the chances of that happening. Here’s how.

Grain is for more than a great look
No matter what size doors you make, the grain on a workpiece should be your top priority when choosing stock. Insist on quartersawn or riftsawn wood for stiles and rails, because its grain runs straight along the length, as shown at right, making it more resistant to warping. By comparison, flatsawn wood, with its semicircular end grain and cathedral-pattern face grain, warps more frequently and substantially.

When buying lumber, opt for rough-sawn stock or boards that have been only partially (skip) planed. That way, if a board warps slightly after you get it home, you’ll be able to flatten it and still get a board that’s 3/4" thick. Allow these boards to acclimate to your shop’s temperature and humidity for at least two days before making the first cut. Then, cut your workpieces at least 1/4" oversize in length and width, and plane them to within 1/16" of the final thickness. If any board pinches on your tablesaw blade or splitter, you’re seeing a telltale red flag of a board releasing tension. Don’t use it for your door; it will only warp later and cause you grief. Let the good boards acclimate for another day, as shown below.

Finally, flatten one face and edge on your workpiece, plane it to thickness, rip it to final width, and crosscut it to final length. Make your door frames from these pieces. If any show signs of warping, as shown on page 25, discard them and make a new piece.

Fill the frame with a warp-proof panel
Now that you’ve got your stiles and rails ready, prepare the panel to best ward off warping. If possible, choose veneered medium-density fiberboard
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This dresser door, made from quartersawn white oak, looks as square and true as the day it came out of our shop 4½ years ago.
We milled these boards to size after they acclimated to our shop, but the one on the right bowed and was sent to the scrap bin.

(MDF) for the panel—it exhibits little seasonal movement and will remain flat. Veneered plywood panels will shrink and swell slightly, but still prove a good option, particularly those with thinner plies.

For solid-wood panels, choose boards with similar grain so they'll shrink and swell equally. It's okay to use flatsawn boards here, but rip them no greater than 4" wide and then glue up your panel, as shown at right. After the glue dries, flatten the panel by sanding or planing. Before installing it, though, let it sit in your shop for a day to be sure it stays flat. If it warps after glue-up, cut your losses and make a new panel.

Apply these helpful tips to combat warping

- When selecting stock for stiles and rails, put the straightest grain on the longest door parts. The long components of a door tend to warp first.
- After machining your rails and stiles to final size, select the stile with the straightest, tightest grain for the handle side of the door. Without hinges to hold it straight, this piece will more likely warp than its counterpart.
- Avoid boards with figured grain or knots when making stiles and rails. Although often attractive, these features increase chances of warping.
- Machine grooves in the stiles and rails to hold the panel snugly, so you can just slide it in and out. Loose grooves increase the tendency for the panel to twist.
- Use two magnetic catches or barrel clasps (one at the top and bottom) instead of one to hold a door shut. A door with only one catch could warp in the free corner.

We glued up this 12"-wide panel from three flatsawn boards that proved flat, allowing us to focus on the best face-grain match.
Wise Buys

Our Editors Test Aftermarket Bandsaw Fences

Why buy?
If you use your bandsaw only for making curved cuts, you'll likely never need a rip fence. For accurate ripping and resawing, though, a good fence helps greatly. That said, many bandsaws don't come with a fence—including three of the eight we tested on pages 54-59. Those saws that do have fences, particularly on lower-cost models, often don't work that well. The three fences we recommend here fit virtually any 14" bandsaw and some 12" models. (Before buying, check with the fence manufacturer to see if its product works with your bandsaw.)

Editor test-drive:
My bandsaw's factory fence is always on the saw. Not because I love it, but because I have to remove the blade before I can slide the fence off the right end of the rail! And that's one of the main reasons I replaced it with the Kreg KMS7200, which lifts on and off anywhere along its rail. The lock holds the 2¾"-tall fence securely when resawing, even with long workpieces that apply greater force against the fence. Fine-adjustment screws on the fence make it easy to counter blade drift. The fence sports T-slots on both faces as well as the top and bottom of the fence. So I can lay it sideways to reach under the blade guides for short, thin rips.

The micro-adjuster accessory (#KMS7215, $15) proved dead-on and well worth the price. It mounts to the left side of the fence and helps precisely dial in a rip cut. I used the micro-adjuster to find the exact center of a ¾"-thick piece of red oak and resawed it at that point. The resulting cut showed almost no difference in thickness from end to end when checked with a caliper.

—Tested by Bob Wilson, Techniques Editor

To learn more: kregtool.com; 800-447-8638

Editor test-drive:
For the price of competitors' aftermarket fences, the Rockler 24504 provides an auxiliary table with perpendicular miter slots, a 3"-tall fence, and replaceable throat inserts. The 1¼"-thick, 24"-square MDF table easily clamped onto my bandsaw's table and offers nearly twice as much surface area as typical factory tables. Removing blade drift proved easy and intuitive; I only had to adjust the two bolts that thread into the T-square end bracket (that mounts to the rails).

After that adjustment, I could resaw ¾"-thick pieces of red oak with almost no deviation in thickness. A T-slot milled into the MDF fence face accepts feather boards, hold-downs, or stopblocks, but overtightening can crush the thin walls. (I'd prefer aluminum T-track in the fence.) With only one working face, this fence must be used left of the blade—a drawback when tilting the table because I like my workpiece to ride against the fence in that situation. Rockler includes a jig for cutting circles up to 26" in diameter.

—Tested by Craig Ruegsegger, Multimedia Editor

To learn more: rockler.com; 800-279-4441

Editor test-drive:
I want my bandsaw fence to be intuitive to use, easy to take off and put back on, and have T-slots for mounting jigs and accessories. Woodhaven's fence does all that and more. It starts with two 24"-long aluminum rails that mount to the holes in my saw's table, with no drilling needed. These rails slide left and right when not locked, giving me plenty of options for fence position. And, although the fence can't simply be lifted off the rails, it's only a five-second job to slide the rails to the right and then the fence to the left. No blade removal required.

The fence itself is 24" long and 3" tall with eight T-slots, and holds solidly without deflecting. It's easy to adjust square to the table and to correct blade drift. I like the included handy stop that mounts in the T-slots and prevents cutting into tenon shoulders. Finally, Woodhaven sells this fence with an optional circle-cutting attachment (#7285K, $183) that mounts onto the ends of the fence rails, enabling you to cut circles up to 26" in diameter.

—Tested by Kevin Boyle, Senior Design Editor

To learn more: woodhaven.com; 800-344-6657
Learn furniture and cabinet making with at-home training.

With Penn Foster, you can learn the skills you need to turn a hobby into a profitable career in as little as six months. Learn the advanced woodworking techniques used in furniture and cabinet making. You can work for an established woodworking business or even start a business of your own.

**Convenient.** Penn Foster programs are designed to train adults for employment in the fastest-growing fields. You choose the time and place to complete your coursework, and you work at your own pace. All learning materials are sent directly to you.

**Flexible.** Study online, in print, or a combination of both. You decide which method best suits your learning style. You work independently, but not alone. Expert instructors and support staff — dedicated to helping you complete your coursework — are just a phone call or an email away.

**Accredited.** Penn Foster Career School and Penn Foster College are nationally accredited by the Accrediting Commission of the Distance Education and Training Council (DETC). In addition, Penn Foster Career School is regionally accredited by the Middle States Commission on Secondary Schools for its high school and vocational-technical programs.

**Affordable.** Our low-cost tuition includes all materials as well as instructor support. We offer 0% interest financing and customized payment plans to best meet your individual needs.

**Career Services.** Current students and graduates are notified — through their personal message boards — of job openings submitted directly to Penn Foster by employers from around the country. Graduates of Penn Foster can take advantage of Penn Foster Career Services, which include access to job searches, tips on interviewing, and resume building with the help of a Certified Professional Resume Writer.

For fastest service, call toll free:
**1-800-572-1685 ext. 6180**

Call anytime, 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.

Or visit our website at www.PennFoster.edu

Online enter ID# AW8S78T

Or mail the coupon today.
A Guaranteed Foolproof Finish

Whether you're new to finishing or just want a fuss-free way to protect a project, a wipe-on mix of oil and varnish brings out wood's natural glow while building a shield against humidity and wear. And you can repair most minor damage in minutes with a light sanding and touch-up coat of this finish.

Although commercial oil-varnish mixes are available, you can save money by mixing ingredients in your shop. To create the finish we applied to the cabinet shown on page 30 and above, we mixed three parts gloss polyurethane varnish to two parts each of boiled linseed oil and naphtha, which evaporates faster than mineral spirits. The oil penetrates the wood, deepening the grain of such species as walnut and adding grain contrast in curly maple, as shown top. The varnish leaves a thin film finish, while the naphtha makes the mixture easy to spread with a soft cloth. Together, the oil and varnish give light woods, such as maple, a warm amber color, as shown above.

Many oil-and-varnish recipes call for equal amounts of boiled linseed oil, varnish, and mineral spirits. But as the sample below left shows, you can get the same results and build a film finish quicker by increasing the percentage of varnish until you notice wiping marks.

Apply a flawless finish

To prepare the wood, sand up to 180 grit. Then vacuum off or blow dust from the pores with compressed air before you wipe down the surface with a soft cloth.

Wipe on the finish with a clean cloth until you saturate the wood surface. Then remove all excess finish with a clean cloth, especially in recesses and corners where it may pool. Excess finish will turn soft, gummy, and tricky to remove. After an hour, check for signs of oil bleeding out of the pores, and wipe it away before it cures. Allow one full day for the finish to cure.

Then lightly sand the finish with a 320-grit sanding sponge. Clean the surface and apply a second coat, again wiping away the surplus. Wipe on as many coats as you want—with 24 hours and a light scuff-sanding between each—but four is sufficient. •
Now, turn a $5.00 rough board into $75.00 worth of high-dollar molding in just minutes. Make over 500 standard patterns, curved molding, tongue & groove, picture frame stock, any custom design. QUICKLY CONVERTS from Molder/Planer to Drum Sander or power-feed Multi-Blade Ripsaw. Made in U.S.A. 5-Year Warranty. Choose from 12", 18" or 25" models.

**Variable Feed Makes the Difference!**

Just a twist of the dial adjusts the Woodmaster from 70 to over 1,000 cuts per inch. Produces a glass-smooth finish on tricky grain patterns no other planer can handle. Plenty of American-made "muscle" to handle money-saving, "straight-from-the-sawmill" lumber. Ideal for high-value curved molding.

**NEW! SHAPE 3 SIDES IN 1 PASS!**

NEW 3-Side Molding System turns your Woodmaster into a POWERFUL 3-SIDE MOLDING that efficiently & AFFORDABLY cuts T&G flooring, paneling, much more!

**Custom Woodworker has Competitive Edge Thanks to Woodmaster**

"Woodmaster really changed the way I do woodworking. It set my career in the right direction. Making curved molding with the Woodmaster really separates me from my competition - it's like a PhD in woodworking."

— Gary Striegler, President, Striegler & Associates Custom Homebuilders

**Shape 3 sides per pass!**

**Choose from 500+ Patterns!**

**RISK FREE 30-Day Trial Offer!**

**Highest Profits MAKE CURVED MOLDING!**

**FREE DVD!** Call Toll-Free 1-800-821-6651 Ext. P338

---

**New Ripsaw Attachment** lets you gang rip with power feed in a fraction of the time it takes for hand-fed passes on an ordinary table saw.

**Commercial-Duty Thickness Planer** features infinitely variable feed rate. Use higher speeds for fast stock removal... slow down to get over 1,000 cuts per inch for fine finish passes.

**Power-Feed Drum Sander** saves hours of tedious hand sanding. Speeds production, improves quality. No more waves or cross grain scratches.
Build it your way
Showplace Cabinet

It's your call which version of this handsome cabinet to build: One showcases collectibles such as glassware, the other displays your hunting rifles and shotguns.
Standing a little more than 6 feet tall, this grand walnut cabinet lends distinction to any room. As a gun cabinet, it's perfect for a den or recreation room. The display cabinet, with its glass shelves and mirrored back, will add sparkle to the living room or dining room. Either way, it's a beautiful piece of furniture you'll be proud to say you built.

**Form grooves and tenons**

*Note: Most stub-tenon-and-groove joints have \( \frac{3}{4}'' \)-long tenons and \( \frac{3}{4}'' \)-deep grooves. Because the side frames and door in this project hold large glass panels, we increased the tenon length and groove depth to \( \frac{5}{8}'' \) for extra strength.*

For efficiency, the top, shelf, and bottom are constructed in the same manner. To ensure accuracy and eliminate repeat setups, machine all the parts that utilize stub-tenon-and-groove joinery at the same time.

1. Cut the side stiles (A), rails (B), and middle rails (C); bottom, shelf, and top stiles (F) and rails (G); and door stiles (Q), bottom rail (R), middle rail (S), and top rail (T) to size [Materials List, page 38]. Mark the part letter on each part with chalk. Also, for cutting the grooves, mark the inside edges of parts A, B, F, G, Q, R, and T, and both edges of parts C and S [Drawings 1, 1b, 2, 2a, 6, and 6a]. Reserve some scrap pieces of the same thickness to test your machine setups.

2. Cut centered grooves to match the thickness of \( \frac{1}{4}'' \) plywood in the marked part edges. To do this, adjust your tablesaw blade to cut \( \frac{1}{4}'' \) deep. Position the fence to center the thickness of a scrap piece on the blade. (You can just center the part by eye.) Make one pass over the blade, rotate the piece end for end, and make another pass. Then, moving the fence closer to the blade in small increments, cut, rotate, cut, move the fence, and repeat until the \( \frac{3}{8}'' \) plywood fits snugly in the groove. Now, cut the grooves in all the parts. Raise the blade to \( 2'' \), and make two additional passes over the blade with the door top rail (T). For uniform-width grooves, especially in the long parts, use a feather board to keep the parts tightly against the fence.

---

**PROJECT HIGHLIGHTS**

- Overall dimensions: 33\( \frac{3}{4}'' \) wide x 16\( \frac{1}{4}'' \) deep x 74" high.
- Display up to six rifles or shotguns, or build the version with glass shelves and a mirror back to display collections.
- Two pull-out trays under the display compartment provide hidden storage.
- Outfit your cabinet with low-voltage lights and a three-position dimmer.

**Skill Builders**

- Learn about stub-tenon-and-groove joinery that speeds construction and produces sturdy furniture.
- Discover how a simple plywood guide makes positioning biscuit slots a snap.

See a Slide Show of this project coming together at: woodmagazine.com/slides
• With a partially housed ¾" dado blade, the fence as a stop, and a miter-gauge extension as a backer, cut the rail (B, C, G, R, S, T) tenons.

• Using 2"-wide spacers to position the rails (B) at the top and bottom (bottom shown), glue and clamp the sides (A/B/C/D).

• After making one pass over the inner lip with a ½" rabbet bit, switch to a ¼" rabbet bit and climb-cut to remove the remaining portion.

To form the rail (B, C, G, R, S, T) tenons [Drawings 1, 1b, 2, 2a, 6, 6a], install a ¾" dado blade in your tablesaw, housing ½" of it in an auxiliary fence attached to the rip fence. Using a scrap piece guided by the miter gauge, adjust the cut depth so passing each face of the scrap over the blade yields a centered tenon that fits snugly into the stile grooves. Then, adjust the fence as a stop to produce a ½"-long tenon and form tenons on the rail ends [Photo A].

**Assemble the case parts**

1. Cut the panels (D) to size and finish-sand them. Dry-assemble one lower rail (B) and middle rail (C) between two stiles (A) to check the fit. Then, cut two 2"-wide spacers from ¾"-thick scrap that match the tenon-shoulder-to-tenon-shoulder length of the rails. Now, glue and clamp the sides [Drawing 1], inserting the spacers at the bottom and top to position the rails (B) [Photo B]. Check the sides for square.

2. Chuck a ¼" rabbet bit into a handheld router, and rout a rabbet for the lower back (K) and upper back (L) along the inside face at the rear edge of each side assembly [Drawing 1].

3. Remove the inner lip of the groove in each side assembly to accept glass and glass stop (E). To do this without risking tear-out, start with the rabbet-bit setup used in the previous step. Place a side assembly on your workbench with its inside face up. Make sure the bit pilot bearing runs on the edge of the outer lip and the bearing screw clears the bench.
Using the guide as a spacer and a squaring brace, glue, biscuit, and clamp the bottom and shelf assemblies to one side assembly. Transfer the guide to the top end of the side assembly, and glue, biscuit, and clamp the top assembly in place. With the guide clamped between the bottom and shelf to keep everything square, glue, biscuit, and clamp the second side assembly.

Designer Jeff Mertz shows the features of the cabinet in a FREE video at: woodmagazine.com/videos

If you are building the display cabinet, lay out shelf-support hole centers [Drawing 1c]. Chuck a ¼” bradpoint bit into your drill press, position the fence to align the bit with the hole centers, and drill the holes. (Support the side with a work stand where it hangs over the table edge.)
5 Cut the glass stop blanks (E) to size. Crosscut four blanks to length for the side stops [Drawing 1], and cut the top and bottom stops from another one. Clip the head off a #17x1" brad, and use it to drill brad holes through the stops. Finish-sand the stops.

6 Cut the top, shelf, and bottom panels (H) to size, and finish-sand them. Dry-fit, and then glue and clamp the assemblies (F/G/H) [Drawing 2]. Check each for square.

7 Make a ¼" plywood guide [Drawing 1a] to position the biscuit joiner when plunging the biscuit slots into the side assemblies and to transfer the biscuit centerlines to the bottom, shelf, and top assemblies. Plunge slots for the bottom and shelf assemblies [Drawing 1, Photo D]. Now, reposition the guide 2¼" from the top ends of the stiles (A), and plunge slots for the top assembly. Finish-sand the side assemblies. To ensure a tight fit between the front stiles (A) and face frame stiles (I), do not sand the front stile edges.

8 Transfer the biscuit centerlines on the guide to the bottom, shelf, and top assemblies. Adjust the biscuit-joiner fence to center a slot on the ¼" thickness of the stiles (F) and rails (G), and plunge the slots [Drawing 2]. Finish-sand the stile and rail faces. To ensure tight joints where these parts mate with others, do not sand the edges.

Construct the case

1 Glue, biscuit, and clamp the bottom and shelf assemblies to one side assembly [Photo E], and let the glue dry. Then, glue, biscuit, and clamp the top assembly in place [Photo F], and let the glue dry. Now, add the second side assembly [Photo G].

2 Cut the face frame stiles (I) to size, and the rails (J) 1" longer than listed. Dry-assemble and mark the finished length of the rails [Photo H], and cut them to length.

3 Plunge biscuit slots into the front edges of the side-assemble front stiles (A) [Drawing 1], and mating slots into the rear faces of the face-frame stiles (I) [Drawing 3]. Then, plunge biscuit slots into the inside edges of the face-frame stiles and mating slots into the ends of the face-frame rails (J).

4 Glue, biscuit, and clamp one face-frame stile (I) to the front stile (A) of one side assembly. Then, add the rails (J) and the second face-frame stile [Photo I], and clamp them in place.

5 To rout stopped coves along the outer edges of the face frame stiles (I) [Drawing 4], first cut four 4¼"-long stopblocks. Clamp a block to the top and bottom end of each stile (A), and rout the coves [Photo J]. To avoid burning and chip-out, rout each cove in two passes. Finish-sand the face frame.

6 Cut the lower back (K) and upper back (L) to size [Drawing 4], and finish-sand them.

Make the base and crown

1 Cut the base blank (M) to size. Rout a shouldered ¾" round-over along the outer top edge [Drawing 4a].
Align the heel of the mitered end of the base front with the face-frame stile (I) corner. Mark the miter heel at the other end.

Clamp the base front in place, position a base side, and tape the miter together. Mark the side length flush with the rear stile (A).

With the crown base blank (N) and crown cap blank (O) glued-up dry, glue and clamp the crown bevel blank (P) in place.

To make the base wood grain wrap continuously around the case, cut the piece for the base front from the center of the blank. Make it as long as the case width plus 2'. Miter one end of the base front and the end of each of the short pieces (the base sides) that mate with the base-front. Next, mark the heel of the second base front miter [Photo K], and cut the miter. Now, mark the length of the base sides [Photo L], and cut them to length.

Lay out the base-front cutout [Drawing 4] and bandsaw and sand it to shape. Finish-sand the base front and sides. Glue and clamp them to the case.

Cut the crown-base blank (N), crown-cap blank (O), and crown-bevel blank (P) to size. Rout a ¼" cove on the base blank and a ¾" cove on the cap blank [Drawing 4b]. Cut a ⅛"-deep groove in the front face of the bevel blank, and bevel-rip the bottom edge. Cut ⅛"-deep glue-relief grooves in blanks N and P. Now, finish-sand each blank, and glue and clamp them together [Drawing 5, Photos M and N].

From the center of the blank, cut a piece for the crown front to a length equal to the case width plus 4'. Then, as with the base parts, miter, mark, and cut the parts to length. Glue and clamp the crown to the case [Drawing 4].

Assemble the door

1. Retrieve the door parts Q, R, S, and T. Using a fairing stick, draw the top-rail (T) arch. (For a free fairing stick plan, go to woodmagazine.com/fairing.) Bandsaw and sand the arch.

2. Cut the panel (U) to size, and finish-sand it. Dry-assemble the door to check the fit of the parts [Drawing 6]. Then, glue and clamp the door, checking for square.

3. To support the long groove lips at the base of the top-rail (T) arch and reinforce the joints between the top rail and the stiles (Q), cut the splines (V) from ⅛" plywood [Drawing 6]. Glue the splines in place [Photo O].

4. Chuck a ¼" round-over bit into a handheld router, and rout a shouldered round-over along the outer front door edges [Drawings 6 and 6b]. Switch to a ¼" rabbet bit, and rout the outer rear door edges [Drawings 6 and 6c].
DOOR TENON DETAILS
(Viewed from back)

6a 1/4" groove 2" deep
9/16" rabbet 9/16" deep routed after assembly

6b ROUTING THE DOOR

Outside face of door frame
1/4" round-over bit

6c ROUTING THE DOOR

Inside face of door frame
9/16" rabbet bit

REINFORCE THE TOP JOINTS
Using a thin splint or small brush, spread glue in the spline area in the stile (Q) and top-rail (T) grooves. Then, insert the spline (V).

MATCH THE STOP TO THE RABBIT
Sand a radius on the top end of each door side stop (E) to match the radius at the top ends of the door rabbet.

Build two slide-out trays
1 From 3/4" stock, cut the fronts and backs (W) to size and from 1/2" stock, cut the sides (X) to size. (We used poplar.) Then, to form the joints [Drawings 7 and 7a], follow the three steps of Drawing 8. Cut grooves for the bottoms (Y). Cut the bottoms (Y) to size. Dry-assemble the trays to check the fit of the parts. Disassemble the trays, and finish-sand the bottoms and the inside faces of the fronts and backs (W) and sides (X). Glue and clamp the trays, checking them for square. With the glue dry, finish-sand the outside faces.
2 Cut the slide supports (Z) to size. Glue and clamp supports to the side-assembly stiles (A) and the face-frame stiles (I) at the front of the cabinet [Drawing 9]. Position each slide support at the back of the cabinet to fall behind the back mounting hole in the slide. Glue and clamp the supports to the side-assembly stiles.

Make the gun-rack parts
Note: If you are building the display cabinet, skip to the next section, "Finish the case, add glass."
1 Edge-glue 3/4" stock for the base (AA), and cut the part to size. Lay out 2" hole centers [Drawing 10]. Chuck a Forstner bit into your drill press, and drill the holes. Cut the part to finished length, trimming both ends. To convert the row of holes to notches, draw two 3/4" radii tangent to each hole and the front edge of the part, and bandsaw and sand the notches to shape. Drum-sand the notches smooth, and then rout a 3/4" round-over along the top and bottom edges. Finish-sand the barrel support.

Finish the case, add glass
1 Inspect all parts and assemblies, and finish-sand where needed. Apply a clear finish. (We made an oil/varnish blend, and applied three coats. To learn about this finish, see page 28.)
2 Have glass cut to size for the sides and door [Drawings 1 and 6]. If you are building the display cabinet, also have glass shelves and a mirror cut to size [Drawing 4c]. (We had the glass dealer finish our shelves with polished pencil edges and remove the sharp edges from the mirror.)
3 Lay the case on one side on a padded surface, position the glass, and nail the stops in place [Photo Q]. Turn the case onto the other side, and repeat.
4 Lay the door facedown on the pad. Position the glass in the rabbeted groove. Fasten the stops (E) with brads.

Assemble the cabinet
1 For the gun cabinet, clamp the base (AA) in place. From the bottom, drill screw holes through the shelf rails (G) into the base, and drive the screws [Drawing 4]. (For the #8 screws in this project, drill 3/8" shank holes and 7/8" pilot holes.)
2 Separate the parts of the drawer slides. Fasten the case members to the slide supports (Z) [Drawing 9], and
To complete the display cabinet, install cushioned shelf supports in the holes in the sides [Drawing 4c]. Then, install the shelves. *continued on page 38*

To add interior lights, drill %22 holes through the top panel (H) [Drawing 11], and screw the lights in place. Connect the lights and dimmer, following the included instructions. Remove the protective paper from the double-faced tape on the back of the dimmer, and adhere it to the back face of the upper back (L) near the edge. (When placing the cabinet, leave just enough room for your fingers between the cabinet and the wall.)

Fasten the hinges to the case and hang the door. Stick a self-adhesive bumper (included with the hinges) to the lip of the door rabbet opposite each hinge [Drawing 6]. Install the knob and cam lock. (The lock is optional for the display cabinet.)


**Cutting Diagram**

1. **Gun Rack**
   - A. Stiles
   - B. Rails
   - C. Middle rails
   - D. Panels
   - E. Glass stop blanks
   - F. Rails
   - G. Base and crown
   - H. Panels
   - I. Cap blank
   - J. Bevel blank
   - K. Lower back
   - L. Upper back
   - M. Base blank
   - N. Crown base blank
   - O. Base blank
   - P. Panel blank
   - Q. Rails
   - R. Bottom rail
   - S. Middle rail
   - T. Top rail
   - U. Panel
   - V. Spines
   - W. Panel blank
   - X. Umbrella" (V4"
   - Y. Bottoms
   - Z. Slide supports

**Materials List**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sides</th>
<th>Finish Size</th>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Qty</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A. Stiles</td>
<td>1/4&quot; x 2 1/4&quot;</td>
<td>Walnut</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B. Rails</td>
<td>1/4&quot; x 3&quot;</td>
<td>Walnut</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C. Middle rails</td>
<td>1/4&quot; x 3&quot;</td>
<td>Walnut</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D. Panels</td>
<td>1/4&quot; x 11 1/4&quot;</td>
<td>WP</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E. Glass stop blanks</td>
<td>1/4&quot; x 1/2&quot;</td>
<td>Wood</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F. Rails</td>
<td>1/4&quot; x 2 1/4&quot;</td>
<td>Walnut</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G. Rails</td>
<td>1/4&quot; x 1 1/16&quot;</td>
<td>Walnut</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H. Panels</td>
<td>1/4&quot; x 1 1/4&quot;</td>
<td>WP</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I. Stiles</td>
<td>1/4&quot; x 2&quot;</td>
<td>Walnut</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J. Rails</td>
<td>1/4&quot; x 3&quot;</td>
<td>Walnut</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K. Lower back</td>
<td>1/4&quot; x 29 1/2&quot;</td>
<td>Wood</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L. Upper back</td>
<td>1/4&quot; x 29 1/4&quot;</td>
<td>Wood</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M. Base blank</td>
<td>3/4&quot; x 3 1/2&quot;</td>
<td>Wood</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N. Crown base blank</td>
<td>1/2&quot; x 2&quot;</td>
<td>Wood</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O. Cap blank</td>
<td>3/4&quot; x 1/4&quot;</td>
<td>Wood</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P. Bevel blank</td>
<td>1/2&quot; x 1 1/4&quot;</td>
<td>Wood</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q. Stiles</td>
<td>1/4&quot; x 2 1/4&quot;</td>
<td>Walnut</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R. Bottom rail</td>
<td>1/4&quot; x 3 1/2&quot;</td>
<td>Wood</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S. Middle rail</td>
<td>1/4&quot; x 3 1/2&quot;</td>
<td>Wood</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T. Top rail</td>
<td>1/4&quot; x 4 1/2&quot;</td>
<td>Walnut</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U. Panel</td>
<td>1/4&quot; x 2 1/4&quot;</td>
<td>Walnut</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V. Spines</td>
<td>1/4&quot; x 2&quot;</td>
<td>Wood</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W. Panels</td>
<td>1/4&quot; x 7 1/4&quot;</td>
<td>Wood</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X. Rails</td>
<td>1/4&quot; x 3 1/2&quot;</td>
<td>Wood</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y. Bottoms</td>
<td>1/4&quot; x 13 1/4&quot;</td>
<td>Wood</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z. Slide supports</td>
<td>1/4&quot; x 1 1/4&quot;</td>
<td>Wood</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Materials Key:** W = Walnut, WP = Walnut plywood, P = Poplar, BP = Birch plywood.

**Blades and Bits:**
- Stack dado set: 1/4", 3/8", and 1/2" rabbet cutter bits; 1/4" and 3/8" round-over router bits; 1/4" and 1/2" round-over router bits; 1/8" and 1/4" brad-point bit; 1/4", 1/2", and 2" Forstner bits.

**Source Hardware:** 1/4" inset self-closing burnished brass hinges with self-adhesive bumpers no. A07565 BB, $1.61 pr. (2 pr.); 1/4" weathered brass knob no. A27030 R2, $3.51; 1/4" full-extension drawer slide no. KV8400 B14, $11.45 pr. (2 pr.); antique brass cam lock no. N8055 04G 346, $6.79 (optional for display cabinet); cushioned shelf supports, bag of 20, no. G611WPB, $4.60 (display cabinet only); black three-light kit no. WKSW600LC, $29.56; touch dimmer no. WK8653CS, $14.61. Woodworker's Hardware, 800-383-0130, wwwoodworker.com.

**Cutting Diagram**

- **GUN RACK**
  - AA Base
  - BB* Barrel support

- **LIGHTS**
  - AA Base
  - BB* Barrel support

*Parts initially cut oversize. See the instructions.

**Materials List**

- Side: 1/4" x 2 1/4" x 48" Walnut (5.3 bd. ft.)
- Top: 1/4" x 2 1/4" x 48" Baltic birch plywood
- Fronts and backs: 3/4" x 7 1/4" x 96" Walnut (5.3 bd. ft.)
- Bottoms: 1/4" x 7 1/4" x 96" Walnut (5.3 bd. ft.)
- Shelves: 1/4" x 5 1/4" x 60" Walnut (2.5 bd. ft.)
- Panels: 1/4" x 7 1/4" x 96" Walnut (5.3 bd. ft.)
- Barrels: 1/4" x 7 1/4" x 96" Walnut (5.3 bd. ft.)
- Glass stops: 1/4" x 7 1/4" x 96" Walnut (5.3 bd. ft.)
- Slides: 1/4" x 7 1/4" x 96" Poplar (4 bd. ft.)

**Supplies:**
- #20 biscuits, #8 x 1/2" and #8 x 1/4" flathead wood screws (1" only needed for gun cabinet), 1/4" glass (plus 1/4" glass and 1/4" mirror for display case), #17 x 1" brads, double-faced tape, mirror adhesive (display case only).

**Blades and Bits:**
- Stack dado set: 1/4", 3/8", and 1/2" rabbet router bits; 1/4" and 3/8" round-over router bits; 1/4" and 1/2" round-over router bits; 1/8" and 1/4" brad-point bit; 1/4", 1/2", and 2" Forstner bits.

**Source Hardware:**
- 1/4" inset self-closing burnished brass hinges with self-adhesive bumpers no. A07565 BB, $1.61 pr. (2 pr.); 1/4" weathered brass knob no. A27030 R2, $3.51; 1/4" full-extension drawer slide no. KV8400 B14, $11.45 pr. (2 pr.); antique brass cam lock no. N8055 04G 346, $6.79 (optional for display cabinet); cushioned shelf supports, bag of 20, no. G611WPB, $4.60 (display cabinet only); black three-light kit no. WKSW600LC, $29.56; touch dimmer no. WK8653CS, $14.61. Woodworker’s Hardware, 800-383-0130, wwwoodworker.com.

**Operating Instructions:**
- Parts initially cut oversize. See the instructions.

**Materials Key:**
- W = Walnut, WP = Walnut plywood, P = Poplar, BP = Birch plywood.

**Supplies:**
- #20 biscuits, #8 x 1/2" and #8 x 1/4" flathead wood screws (1" only needed for gun cabinet), 1/4" glass (plus 1/4" glass and 1/4" mirror for display case), #17 x 1" brads, double-faced tape, mirror adhesive (display case only).

**Blades and Bits:**
- Stack dado set: 1/4", 3/8", and 1/2" rabbet router bits; 1/4" and 3/8" round-over router bits; 1/4" and 1/2" round-over router bits; 1/8" and 1/4" brad-point bit; 1/4", 1/2", and 2" Forstner bits.

**Source Hardware:**
- 1/4" inset self-closing burnished brass hinges with self-adhesive bumpers no. A07565 BB, $1.61 pr. (2 pr.); 1/4" weathered brass knob no. A27030 R2, $3.51; 1/4" full-extension drawer slide no. KV8400 B14, $11.45 pr. (2 pr.); antique brass cam lock no. N8055 04G 346, $6.79 (optional for display cabinet); cushioned shelf supports, bag of 20, no. G611WPB, $4.60 (display cabinet only); black three-light kit no. WKSW600LC, $29.56; touch dimmer no. WK8653CS, $14.61. Woodworker’s Hardware, 800-383-0130, wwwoodworker.com.
Make Money In Metal Art

The PlasmaCAM machine makes it easy for you to cut intricate metal shapes that really enhance your wood projects. Call today for your FREE demo video to see what you can do with this amazing machine!

Ask about our exclusive Art Discs with ready-to-cut artwork!

“We used to cut everything by hand and had a lot of trouble. Now our PlasmaCAM does it all, attaining levels of production not thought possible before. It’s run 40-50 hours a week for the past three years. It attains incredible detail, is very easy and cost efficient to operate, and requires little maintenance. The bottom line is: this machine makes me money!”

-Jon, Restaurant Lighting & Fixtures

(719) 676-2700 • fax (719) 676-2710 • www.plasmacam.com
PO Box 19818 • Colorado City, CO 81019
Bandsaw about 1/8" from the arc, sand to the line, and remove the pattern.

Now draw centerlines on the tabletop blank, dividing it into four parts. Lay the template on the lines to draw a quarter of the oval in each pass, as shown above.

Flip the template upside down as needed. As with the template, use a bandsaw or jigsaw to trim about 1/8" from the arc. You can then use a bearing-guided router bit against the template to smooth the curves in quarters. (See this layout technique in action at woodmagazine.com/videos.)

---

1 Divide any line in half

**What you’ll need:** A compass that can reach more than half the length of the line and a straightedge.

**How to do it:** Set the compass legs for just greater than half the length of the line. With the compass point at the left end of the line, scribe arcs above and below the line, as shown in red on Drawing 1. Repeat for the right end. Lay a straightedge at the intersections of the arcs, and mark a halfway line, as shown below in green.

2 Make an oval top

**What you’ll need:** A 3/4"x1 1/2" scrap 4" longer than half the longest dimension of your intended oval, a framing square, a hardboard scrap one-quarter the size of the tabletop, and a sheet of paper half the length of the tabletop.

**How to do it:** Tape the paper over half the tabletop blank, and draw horizontal and vertical centerlines on the paper. Double-face tape the framing square to the paper with the outside corner of the square at the centerline intersection and the legs on the lines.

Now make the scribing tool shown in Drawing 2. First drill a 3/8" pencil hole into the edge of the 3/4"x1 1/2" scrap 1" from the end. Divide the oval width and the length in half, and drive 1" wire brads those two distances from the pencil hole center, leaving about 1/8" of the heads exposed. Then insert a pencil through the hole until the point emerges 1/8".

Press both brad heads against the outside edge of the vertical framing square leg—with one brad at the corner—and the pencil on the paper. Press the pencil against the paper while keeping the brads against the edges of the framing square as you move the scribing tool, as shown at right. Stop when the pencil reaches the horizontal line; then remove the paper.

Trim the hardboard to create a 90° corner. Cut the paper pattern on the centerlines and on the waste side of the arc, then spray-adhere this template to the hardboard with the pattern corner in the 90° corner of the hardboard. Bandsaw about 1/8" from the arc, sand to the line, and remove the pattern.

Now draw centerlines on the tabletop blank, dividing it into four parts. Lay the template on the lines to draw a quarter of the oval in each pass, as shown above. Flip the template upside down as needed. As with the template, use a bandsaw or jigsaw to trim about 1/8" from the arc. You can then use a bearing-guided router bit against the template to smooth the curves in quarters. (See this layout technique in action at woodmagazine.com/videos.)
3 Radius any square corner

- **What you’ll need:** A compass large enough to span the corner radius.
- **How to do it:** Determine the corner radius you want, and set the legs of a compass that distance apart. With the compass point at the corner of the workpiece (A) on Drawing 3, mark arcs (B) on the adjacent edges of the workpiece, as shown in blue. Move the point of the compass to one of the marks (B), and draw an arc, as shown in red. Repeat for the other mark. Then place the compass point at this intersection (C), and draw a quarter-circle from one edge mark to the other.

To cut out the corner, bandsaw or jigsaw to within \( \frac{1}{8}\) of the arc. Then sand down to the line.

4 Draw a 5-point star or pentagon

- **What you’ll need:** A compass large enough to draw a circle for the outermost points of the star or pentagon, a right triangle, and a ruler or yardstick.
- **How to do it:** Draw a circle the radius you want the star or pentagon to be, and divide the circle in half horizontally to find points B and C, using the indentation from the compass as the center (A). Then divide the circle vertically into quarters using a ruler and a right triangle to find points D and E. Measure and mark the midpoint (F) between points B and A [Drawing 4a]. Then reset your compass to the distance between F and D. With the compass point on point F, strike an arc to mark point G [Drawing 4b].

Reset the compass again for the distance between points D and G, and with the point of the compass at D, mark two arcs on the circle for points 2 and 3. With your compass point at point 2, mark point 4; then use point 4 to mark point 5 [Drawing 4b]. Now draw lines between the points to form a pentagon (in blue) or star (in red) [Drawing 4c].

5 Draw a hexagon, equilateral triangle, or 6-point star

- **What you’ll need:** A compass and a straightedge.
- **How to do it:** Scribe a circle defining the hexagon corners. Without changing the compass setting, start at point (1) on your circle and make arcs defining points 2 and 3, as shown in blue on Drawing 5. From point 2, scribe point 4. At point 4, scribe point 5. Then from point 5, scribe point 6. Next draw lines between the points to form a hexagon (shown in red) or between every other point for an equilateral triangle (shown in green) or star.

6 Create an octagon from a square

- **What you’ll need:** A straightedge that can reach between diagonal corners of the square and a compass that can reach half the length of the diagonals.
- **How to do it:** Draw lines between the diagonal corners of a square to find its center, as shown by the blue lines in Drawing 6. Then set your compass point on one corner (A) and the pencil on the center. Without moving the compass point, scribe the two adjacent edges (a, a), as shown by the red arc. Repeat for the other three corners. Then draw diagonal lines between the edge marks at each corner to form an octagon.
When you build a jig, you expect it to help you do something more quickly, more easily, more accurately, more safely, or exactly the same time after time. These components and materials will help the next jig you build meet those challenges. Unless noted in the caption, you can buy the parts and materials from all of the Sources on page 44.

**Magnets**

The MagSwitch, a permanent magnet you can turn on and off, quickly and tenaciously fastens a fence, guide, hold-down, or other jig to a steel or iron tool table. The device contains two powerful rare-earth magnets. Twisting a knob rotates one of them so the poles align to turn the magnetic attraction on. Twist the knob the other way, and the poles cancel each other, effectively turning off the attraction. The MagJig fits through a hole in a jig base. The knob turns the magnet on or off. Available in two sizes, about $30 each, Lee Valley, Woodcraft.

The right stuff for **Top-Flight Jigs**

**Magnets: When you want a jig with strong attraction**

- **Magnets**
  - The MagSwitch, a permanent magnet you can turn on and off, quickly and tenaciously fastens a fence, guide, hold-down, or other jig to a steel or iron tool table. The device contains two powerful rare-earth magnets. Twisting a knob rotates one of them so the poles align to turn the magnetic attraction on. Twist the knob the other way, and the poles cancel each other, effectively turning off the attraction.
  - The MagJig fits through a hole in a jig base. The knob turns the magnet on or off. Available in two sizes, about $30 each, Lee Valley, Woodcraft.

- **Magnets**
  - Epoxy round rare-earth magnets into blind holes in a jig. Putting them into steel mounting cups increases magnetic pull.
the magnet off. Several configurations of the Magswitch are available, including the MagJig [Photo A], designed specifically for attaching shop jigs, as shown at left.

Small rare-earth magnets [Photo B] have so much pull that disengaging a jig attached with them may be difficult. Putting in fewer or smaller magnets will alleviate that, but might make the jig more prone to being pushed sideways. Use these permanent magnets for light-duty attachment, such as holding a setting jig or measuring device while you set up a tool. You can usually buy them in bags for $1 apiece or less.

**T-track and hold-downs**

T-track offers so much versatility, you should make it your first choice for adjustable hold-downs and movable jig parts. Most track accepts T-nuts or T-bolts, but some track accepts standard ¼"-20 hex bolts and nuts [Photo C]. You can surface-mount the track, set it into a groove or dado (either ¼" or ⅜" deep × ⅜" wide), or butt surfaces up against either side.

An inexpensive (less than $10) hold-down clamp [Photo D] anchors a workpiece to a jig or locks movable jig parts to a T-slot. Just slip the clamp’s bolt into the track, slide the piece to be held under it, and tighten down.

Count on a cam-action hold-down clamp [Photo E] to secure a jig or part that’s removed or adjusted frequently. The clamp’s T-bolt engages the track. A flip of the cam lever tightens or releases the pressure for quick adjustment.

An expansion bar [Photo F] secures a jig, such as a feather board, into a miter channel. Turning the knob draws the screw up into the hole, expanding the bar’s width slightly so it grips the sides of the miter slot.

**Toggle clamps**

Toggle clamps provide quick, positive clamping. Though more complex and more expensive, they often work in situations where T-track hold-downs prove impractical. Install vertical clamps [Photo G] to hold a workpiece against the surface where the clamp is mounted, whether vertical, horizontal, or any angle between. Horizontal clamps [Photo H] press a workpiece sideways against a fence, such as on a drill-press jig, or a stop. Some toggle clamps slide into T-tracks. The clamps come in several sizes and cost $10–$20 each.

**Measuring tapes**

To simplify positioning a workpiece precisely on a jig or setting an adjustable stop, apply a self-adhesive measuring tape directly to the jig [Photo I]. Made of steel, heavy paper, or plastic, these tapes have a PSA (pressure-sensitive adhesive) backing, and are available in either left- or right-reading versions with English or metric scales. To allow easy centering, as
well as accurate measurements in both directions from a point, such as a drill-press chuck or mortising bit, apply left- and right-reading tapes so they meet at the reference point.

**Slippery stuff**

Parts slide more freely on a low-friction surface of ultra-high-molecular-weight (UHMW) polyethylene. You can buy it as solid stock or self-adhesive tape, often called slick strips or slippery tape [Photo J]. When a jig guide slides in a miter-gauge slot or T-track, make the guide from UHMW for smooth movement. For a fence, such as a resawing jig, put a larger piece or several strips on the face. Thin UHMW tape is a quick and less-expensive way to make a slick-sliding surface. The tape is ideal for disposable or limited-use jigs, too. Solid stock generally costs $5–$25, depending on size; rolls of tape sell for $8–$20 each.

**Sticky stuff**

When you need a jig surface that resists slipping and sliding, high-friction tape [Photo K] fits the bill. It’s similar to the pads that keep cell phones from sliding off car dashboards. The tape’s adhesive backing makes it easy to attach to jig faces. Apply it to the fence of a sliding cutoff table, for instance, so the workpiece won’t creep. Or, use it to make a nonskid back on a straightedge guide for a router or circular saw.

Another quick way to slip-proof a jig surface is to apply strips of self-adhesive sandpaper [Photo L]. Sold in rolls, the sandpaper has a PSA (pressure-sensitive adhesive) backing that sticks to any smooth, clean surface.

**Knobs and handles**

A knob lets you tighten or loosen a clamp or other device without tools and can serve as a handle, too. Sometimes, though, you can’t find a knob with a threaded stud just the length you need. Snap-Lock knobs solve that problem by snapping onto common ⅜”, ⅝”, or ⅝” hexhead hardware-store bolts so you can make a knob with a stud just the length you need [Photo M]. Snap a standard hex nut into the knob when you need one with an internal thread.

For positive control, attach a dedicated jig handle [Photo N]. It’s ideal for sleds and other cutting jigs that need to be pushed firmly and safely.

Written by Larry Johnston with A.J. Hamler

Illustration by Michael Burns

Sources

Hartville Tool, 800-345-2396, hartvilletool.com; Lee Valley, 800-871-8158, leevalley.com; Rockler, 800-279-4441, rockler.com; Woodcraft, 800-225-1153, woodcraft.com.
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Note: Grain direction
Small in size, BIG on storage

Shop Cart/Workbench

Whether you need mobile storage or a steady worksurface, this portable helper with its fold-out extension perfectly suits a space-squeezed workshop.

AT A GLANCE

- Overall dimensions: 26 1/2" wide x 21" deep x 35 1/2" high (on casters).
- Raising the fold-away top creates a 58 1/2" wide x 21" deep worksurface.
- Build it from two sheets of 3/4" Baltic birch plywood and a quarter-sheet of 3/16" perforated hardboard.
- Two-way locking swivel casters hold the cart in position when used as a tool or assembly stand.

Skill Builders

- Learn how a guide called a story stick helps you repeat layout marks.
- Make sturdy utility drawers using drawer sides with built-in slides.

See a Slide Show of this project coming together at: woodmagazine.com/slides
If you've put off making drawer-based shop storage because you doubt your drawer-making skills, then relax. The combination slides/drawer sides used for this cart eliminate that obstacle.

**Begin by building the case**

1. Cut the sides (A) and the top and bottom (B) to size ([Materials List, page 53]).
2. Cut a 3/8" groove 3/4" deep on the inside face of each side (Drawing 1).
3. Tape a 3/4"x2.30" story stick to the front edge of a side (A), keeping one end of the stick flush with the bottom end of the side (Photo A). Use a square to draw centerlines where shown (Drawing 1) on the side and the story stick. Remove the story stick, retape it on the other case side, and transfer the story stick lines to the other side part.
4. Sort the case-mounted parts of the drawer side slides into left and right sides. (Wheels on the case-mounted slide should be closest to the bottom.) Center a case-mounted slide on one of the case side (A) layout lines (Photo B), and punch screw-starting holes with an awl. Repeat for the remaining slides on both case sides.
5. Wrap tape around a 3/8" bit, with the tape edge ½" from the bit tip for a visual depth stop. At each awl mark on the sides (A), drill a 3/8" pilot hole ½" deep, and mount the slides. Screw the slides to the sides.

**Make and mount the tops**

1. Cut the folding top (D), fixed top (E), stiles (F), rails (G,H), and leg rail (I) to size.
2. Glue, clamp, and screw the rails and stiles flush to the edges of the fixed and folding tops (Drawing 2, Photo D).
3. Sand the stile and rail edges of both tops (D, E). Rout a 1/4" round-over along the top and bottom edges of both tops (Drawing 2).
Clamp the tops together while attaching the hinge to ensure a gap-free surface when the folding top is raised.

Allow a ¼" gap between the stiles and rails of the fixed top and the case top before driving the mounting screws.

Mount the locking swivel casters beneath the drawer opening end of the case to make the locking lever easy to reach.

Clamp the tops upside down and end to end on a flat surface [Photo E] with the leg rail (I) away from the butted edges. Center a 12" continuous hinge on the joint, and drill pilot holes to suit the screws supplied. Then fasten it in place.

Center the case (A/B) between the stiles and rails on the upside-down fixed top (E). Fasten it in place [Photo F] using four mounting holes in the top (B).

Place a locking swivel caster flush with the front and side edges of the bottom (B), then mark and drill pilot holes ⅔" deep [Drawing 2]. Mount the caster [Photo G]. Repeat for the other front swivel caster. Now mark, drill, and mount the rear fixed casters.

**Add a folding leg**

1. Using a bandsaw or jigsaw, cut the leg top (J) and bottom (K) to shape [Drawing 3]. Both are identical except for the arch on the leg bottom. Trace the curve on the leg bottom using a fairing stick. (For a free fairing stick plan, go to woodmagazine.com/fairing.) Lay out the leg shapes on both sides so you can flip the parts over on your bandsaw.

2. Mark the locations of the slots in the leg top (J) and counterbores/holes in the leg bottom (K) [Drawing 3]. Brace the leg bottom against a 14"-long fence on your drill press, and use a ¼" Forstner bit to drill a ⅛"-deep counterbore. Rotate the leg and drill a second counterbore [Photo H]. Without moving the drill press fence or table, replace the Forstner bit with a ⅛"-deep countersink bit and drill a hole centered in each counterbore.
3 Without moving the fence, drill holes at each end of a leg top (J) slot layout line. Then drill overlapping holes [Photo I] until you form a slot with smooth sides. Rotate the leg and repeat to create the second slot.

4 Insert 1/4" washers into the leg bottom (K) counterbores. Epoxy 3/4" hexhead bolts with the heads inside the counterbores, keeping epoxy off exposed threads. Let cure and sand flush.

5 With the case and folding top upside down on your bench, clamp the leg top (J) against the leg rail (I). Center a 12" continuous hinge on the leg and mark the mounting screw centerpoints on the leg top and rail [Photo J]. Drill pilot holes to suit the screws provided, and mount the hinge.

6 Extend the leg-bottom (K) bolts through the leg-top (J) slots, and secure with washers and four-arm knobs.

**SHOP TIP**
A story board ensures a happy layout ending

Save time, increase accuracy, and avoid repetitive measurements by creating a story board to lay out drawer-front bracket mounting locations. From 1/4" medium-density fiberboard (MDF) or plywood, cut a story board to the drawer-back (L) length and drawer-front (N) width. Label one edge as the bottom, and mark the drawer-front bracket mounting screw locations [Drawing 4]. Center the story board on the inside of the drawer front. Mark top-to-bottom lines on the drawer front along both ends of the story board, and then transfer story-board screw locations to the drawer front, as shown at right.

---

**DRAWER**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>4 DRAWER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4&quot; handle, centered</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17 1/4&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 1/8&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 1/4&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 1/8&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;1 1/4&quot; less than the width of opening</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>See instructions.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FOLDING LEG**

Location of 12" continuous hinge, centered

- Thickness of plywood
- 3/4" counterbore 3/4" deep with a 17/4" hole centered inside

**DIMENSIONS**

- #8 x 1 1/2" F.H. wood screw
- #8 x 1" panhead screws

**NOTES**

- 1/4" less than the width of opening
- See instructions.
**Build drawers the fast way**

1. Measure the distance between the sides (A). If that dimension equals 16", cut the drawer backs (L) and drawer bottoms (M) to the sizes in the Materials List. If not, subtract 1⅛" from that dimension and substitute that for the drawer-back length and bottom width.

2. Drill and countersink shank holes in the drawer bottoms (M) and pilot holes in the backs (L) [Drawing A]. Glue and screw the backs to the bottoms.

3. Cut the drawer fronts (N) to size. Drill holes for the handle screws.

4. Use the story board Shop Tip on page 52 to lay out the drawer-front bracket mounting locations. Align a bracket on the drawer front (N) with the slots over the mounting location lines. Mark the centers of the mounting slots [Photo K]. Drill pilot holes, and mount the brackets. Repeat for the remaining four drawers.

5. Refer to the metal side slide instructions to assemble the drawers.

---

**Finish up and get rolling**

1. Remove all hardware and disassemble the drawers. Then remove the fixed top from the case. Sand all parts to 180 grit, remove the dust, and apply three coats of finish. (We used Minwax Polyurethane satin finish, sanding to 220 grit between coats.)

2. After the finish dries, remount the top to the case, and reattach all hardware. Reassemble and insert the drawers, and adjust the spacing between the drawers using the drawer-front brackets [Photo L]. Use nickel spacers to provide a ⅜" gap between drawers. (There's a ½" gap between the top drawer and the case.) Then number the outside drawer backs 1–5 from top to bottom to preserve these spacings after removing the drawers.

3. Attach 2" hook-and-eye latches to the folding top, leg top (J), and leg bottom (K) [Drawing 2]. One latch holds the leg in its folded position [Photo M] while the folding top is stowed. The latch on the folding-top stile (F) and leg bottom keep the leg from accidentally swinging sideways when lowered. Now you're ready to fill the drawers with your tools or supplies, and go to work.

---

Written by Bob Wilson with Chuck Hedlund
Project design: Conrad Kuharic and Kevin Boyle
Illustrations: Roxanne LeMoine; Lorna Johnson

---

**Materials List**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>FINISHED SIZE</th>
<th>T</th>
<th>W</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>Matl. Qty.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A sides</td>
<td>3/4&quot; 22 1/4&quot; 28 1/2&quot;</td>
<td>BP</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B top/bottom</td>
<td>3/4&quot; 23&quot; 17 1/2&quot;</td>
<td>BP</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C back</td>
<td>3/4&quot; 16 1/4&quot; 28 1/4&quot;</td>
<td>PH</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Case**

- D folding top 3/4" 21" 1/2" 32" BP 1
- E fixed top 3/4" 21" 26 1/2" BP 1
- F stiles 3/4" 1 1/2" 21" BP 4
- G folding top rails 3/4" 1 1/2" 29" BP 2
- H fixed top rails 3/4" 1 1/2" 23 1/2" BP 2
- I leg rail 3/4" 3" 18" BP 1
- J leg top 3/4" 16" 23" BP 1
- K leg bottom 3/4" 16" 23" BP 1

**Materials key:**
- BP - Baltic birch plywood, PH - perforated hardboard.
- Supplies: 1/4", 3/8" flathead wood screws; 1/4" panhead screws; 3/4" flat washers; #6 3/4", #8x1 1/4", #8x1 1/2", and #8x2" flathead wood screws; 3/8" continuous hinges (2); 2" hook-and-eye latches (2); five-minute epoxy.
- Bits: 3/8" straight bit, 1/4" round-over bit, 3/4" Forstner bit, 1/4" brad-point bit.

**Source**

Hardware: Metal side slides no. 12K38.45, $8.70 pair (5); 4" metal handles in oil-rubbed bronze finish, no. 02W26.26, $3.95 each (5); 1/4"-20 four-arm knobs no. 00M53.40, $1.90 each (2); 4" caster set no. 00K20.10 includes two locking-swivel and two fixed casters, $45; from Lee Valley, 800-871-8158 or leevalley.com.

---

*May vary due to plywood thickness. See the instructions.
If you're looking to buy your first bandsaw or simply upgrade from a benchtop model, consider a low-cost 14" bandsaw for your shop. Read on to learn which machines performed best.

It's no monster truck, but you do need power

After setting up and fine-tuning the machines, we outfitted each saw with a brand-new ½"-wide, 3-teeth-per-inch (tpi) Carter Accu-Right blade, tensioning the blade by hand. (Rather than relying on the saw's scale, we adjusted the tension until, with the blade guides at full height, we could push the blade sideways ¼.) To break the saw in, we first ripped and crosscut 4/4 and 8/4 red oak at various feed rates, and all models handled the tasks with no difficulty, although the Ridgid
This chart compares the average cutting speed of each tested bandsaw while resawing 6" red oak fed by hand as fast as the saws could handle, using identical 3-tpi 1/2" blades.

BS1400 vibrated significantly. Installing a Power Twist link belt reduced that shaking somewhat, but it still vibrated more than the others. And vibration makes precision cutting difficult.

Because bandsaws excel at resawing—standing a board on edge and cutting off thin slabs—many of you employ them to get more use from prized figured or exotic stock. Most of these saws can fit boards up to 6" wide between the upper blade guides and table (except the Craftsman 22401, which maxes out at just over 8"), a real challenge in hard, dense wood. So for our next test we resawed 1/4"-thick panels from 6"-wide oak—hand-feeding the wood as fast as each saw could cut it. Here we saw important differences. (See the chart above.) The Shop Fox W1706 blazed through the oak, averaging 60" per minute, thanks to its muscular 1-hp-rated motor and cast-iron wheels that transfer torque to the cut.

After that you can pretty much ignore horsepower ratings as a measure of absolute cutting power. The 1/4-hp-rated Grizzly G0580, Ridgid, and Steelex ST1000 outpowered several saws with 1-hp-rated motors.

Next, we installed riser blocks, shown above, on the Shop Fox and both Grizzly saws—performers at three levels in our resawing-power test—adding 6" to their resaw capacities. We found all three could power through 12"-wide oak boards at slower feed rates. You can also add optional riser blocks to the Jet, Ridgid, and Steelex saws, but not to the steel-frame Craftsman and Rikon. All impressed us, but one strike against the Ridgid BS1400 for excessive vibration.

Don't let blade deflection eat up your workpiece

Blade guides above and below the table keep the blade from twisting and deflecting side-to-side during cuts. A blade that deflects does not cut perpendicular to the table, so your workpiece might wind up thicker at the top than at the bottom, or vice versa. As you can see at right, the Grizzly G0580, Shop Fox, and Steelex saws showed the most blade deflection. We tried various feed rates, blade tensions, and guide settings, but the results proved consistent. These resawn pieces would still need planing to achieve a consistent thickness, and removing nearly 1/8" of material to get there defeats the purpose of resawing (to save stock). The Grizzly G0555, Rikon 10-320, and Ridgid demonstrated the least deflection (about 1/16"), even when we pushed the wood hard. In 6" oak, the Craftsman saw performed nearly as well, but at its 8-1/2" capacity it deflected as much as the Grizzly G0580.

With all the bandsaws, however, we found no significant deflection when sawing through stock less than 2" thick. Adding riser blocks to the saws that accept them didn't affect blade deflection: It was similar to the 6" resaw test.

The Verdict: All impressed us, but one strike against the Ridgid BS1400 for excessive vibration.

Excessive blade deflection puts the Grizzly G0580, Shop Fox, and Steelex on probation.
There's no cutting corners with curve-cutting

To test each saw's ability to cut inside and outside curves, we installed new ¼"-wide, 6-tpi Carter blades, and cut out a block "S" with each saw. The Jet JWBS-140S and Shop Fox followed the lines so well, it felt as if they were on autopilot. Ridgid's vibration made it difficult to follow the lines, leaving ragged edges.

Next, we cut out ¼"-diameter holes, and each bandsaw performed well. But when we pushed the machines to cut a tighter radius, the Grizzly G0555, Jet, and Shop Fox excelled; Craftsman and Ridgid struggled.

We switched to a ½" blade for larger circles. All saws handled a 5"-diameter cut, but a 4" one proved too tight for the Ridgid and Steelex without backing up and starting again.

Bandsaws excel at cutting curved workpieces, such as circles and the block letter "S" at left in the photo. Equipped with a ¼" blade, most of the machines easily sawed radii smaller than ¼".

The Verdict: Ridgid strikes out because its vibration makes it difficult to use accurately. (Ridgid will replace this saw with a new model in late 2008, but we could not get one in time for this test.) We also eliminated Steelex from contention. The Craftsman saw gets a warning.

Frequent adjustments should be easy to make

- Upper and lower blade guides, whether ball bearings or steel blocks, keep the blade from twisting during a cut. The thrust bearings keep the blade from deflecting backward as you feed stock. On most saws, the blade rubs against the face (or side) of the thrust bearings, as shown below, but Craftsman and Rikon turn their thrust bearings 90° so the blade rubs against its edge. In our testing, we could find no distinct advantage to any of these types of guides other than with speed of blade changes. Guide blocks that tighten with thumbscrews prove quicker to set than guides with setscrews that require a hex wrench.
- Microadjusters on the Craftsman, Grizzly G0555, and Shop Fox make it easier to fine-tune among saws with bearing guides. By contrast, to move the lower guide blocks forward or backward on the Grizzly G0580 and Jet, you must remove the table to access the bolts.
- Quick-release blade tensioners found on the Grizzly G0555 and Shop Fox, shown opposite top, speed blade changes and make it a snap to relieve...
tension on the wheels between work sessions. You still have to turn the tension knob a few times to completely remove the blade, but the process is faster and easier than tediously turning the knob dozens of times.

When we tensioned the blades by hand, we found the scales on all but the Shop Fox and Steelex reliable. You can probably trust the scales alone and get along fine for most tasks, but it's a good idea to learn to set the tension by hand. (Get a free downloadable PDF or watch a free video that shows you how at woodmagazine.com/bandsaw.)

- Tilting the table proved easy on all but two saws because table trunnions in front and in back of the blade better balance the table's weight. Craftsman and Rikon—which have the largest, heaviest tables in the test—use a single, wide trunnion to the rear of the blade. When you release the lock, the cantilevered table drops forward in addition to being loose side-to-side, making it harder to tilt.

The Verdict: We vote out the Craftsman and Grizzly G0580 and put Jet on probation for troublesome lower-blade-guide adjustments.

DUAL TRUNNIONS MAKE TILTING THE TABLE EASIER THAN A SINGLE TRUNNION

If you still can't decide, consider these factors

Okay, we're down to four saws: Grizzly's G0555, Jet, Rikon, and Shop Fox. They each have strengths and weaknesses, so let's look for more to tip the scales in favor of the best model.

- Rip fences and miter gauges. The Grizzly and Shop Fox models include a rip fence, and we like the G0555's fence best because it has a cam lock, large viewfinder, and scale marked in both inches and metric equivalents. Those same models include a miter gauge; that on the Shop Fox is a notch above the others because it has the longest bar, tallest face, and three adjustable stops. If you want to buy a fence or simply upgrade your current one, read about three aftermarket fences we recommend in Wise Buys on page 26.

- Dual speeds. Grizzly, Rikon, and Shop Fox feature dual-speed pulleys and wheels. We cut wood at both speeds, and found the faster speed not only was quicker at cutting but also produced better cut quality. Should you ever want to cut steel at the slower speed, though, a steel-cutting blade is a must.

- Initial assembly. Shop Fox's one-pc cast-iron base needs no assembly, and its instructions are the best of the group, making it the quickest and easiest to put together. The Rikon also has a closed base, giving both models handy storage. Only the Grizzly and Shop Fox have leveling feet; you'll have to shim the others to get them level.

- Squaring the tables to the back of the blade—critical for tasks such as bandsawing tenons or dovetails—required adding brass shims on all saws but the Craftsman and Rikon, which conveniently have built-in adjustment screws, as shown above.

The Verdict: Although the Jet and Rikon saws don't come with a fence or miter gauge, we don't vote out any saw.
Why spend more when these four test survivors get the job done?

**Grizzly G0555, $395**
- Demonstrated the least amount of blade deflection, about 1/8".
- Blade-tension quick-release lever makes blade changes quicker and could extend the life of your blades and tires.
- Comes with a miter gauge, and its sturdy rip fence with easy-to-use scale was the best in this test.
- Microadjustable ball-bearing blade guides help it cut tight curves.
- Table tilts 51° right and 17° left, enabling you to cut high-angled dovetails.

**Jet JWBS-140S, $460**
- Cuts tight curves and follows marked lines well.
- Steel guide blocks with thumbscrews make adjustments quicker than using bearings.
- Table tilts 50° right and 17° left, enabling you to cut high-angled dovetails.

**Low Points**
- Its 6' power cord is shortest in the test.

**More Points**
- Bearing-style blade guides with micro-adjusters work well but take longer to adjust.
- Not the most powerful saw in the test, but cuts accurately and has nice features for its price.

### 14" Bandsaws Priced $550 and Under

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MANUFACTURER</th>
<th>MODEL</th>
<th>Length, Inches</th>
<th>Width (Min./Max.), Inches</th>
<th>Blade Speeds, Feet Per Minute</th>
<th>Wheel Material (T)</th>
<th>Dimensions (Width x Depth), Inches</th>
<th>Tilt Range (Right/Left), Degrees</th>
<th>Blade Guides?</th>
<th>Yes/No</th>
<th>Blade-Tensioning System?</th>
<th>Resaw</th>
<th>Resaw with rip block</th>
<th>Rip/Crosscut</th>
<th>Dust Port Diameter, Inches</th>
<th>Overall Dimensions (W x D x H), Inches</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CRAFTSMAN</td>
<td>22401</td>
<td>93½ 1/4</td>
<td>1,620 / 3,340 A 30%</td>
<td>20 1/4 x 15 1/4</td>
<td>50/2</td>
<td>B Y R</td>
<td>8 1/2</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>13 3/4</td>
<td>4 &amp; 2 1/2</td>
<td>31 3/4 x 23 3/4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRIZZLY</td>
<td>G0580</td>
<td>93½ 1/4</td>
<td>1,500 / 3,200 A 30%</td>
<td>20 1/4 x 15 1/4</td>
<td>50/16</td>
<td>S N R</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>13 3/4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>27 3/4 x 26 1/4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>G0555</td>
<td>93½ 1/4</td>
<td>1,500 / 3,200 A 30%</td>
<td>20 1/4 x 15 1/4</td>
<td>50/16</td>
<td>B Y R</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>13 3/4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>27 1/2 x 28 1/4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JET</td>
<td>JWBS-140S</td>
<td>93½ 1/4</td>
<td>3,000 A 30%</td>
<td>20 1/4 x 15 1/4</td>
<td>50/17</td>
<td>S N R</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>13 3/4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>26 3/4 x 22 3/4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RIDGID</td>
<td>BS1400</td>
<td>93½ 1/4</td>
<td>1,445 / 2,950 A 30%</td>
<td>20 1/4 x 15 1/4</td>
<td>45/16</td>
<td>B N R</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>13 3/4</td>
<td>4 &amp; 2 1/2</td>
<td>32 3/4 x 17 3/4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RIKON</td>
<td>10-320</td>
<td>93½ 1/4</td>
<td>1,445 / 2,950 A 30%</td>
<td>20 1/4 x 15 1/4</td>
<td>45/16</td>
<td>B N R</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>13 3/4</td>
<td>4 &amp; 2 1/2</td>
<td>31 3/4 x 20 3/4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHOP FOX</td>
<td>W1706</td>
<td>93½ 1/4</td>
<td>1,500 / 3,200 A 30%</td>
<td>20 1/4 x 15 1/4</td>
<td>50/15</td>
<td>B Y Q</td>
<td>6 1/2</td>
<td>12 1/2</td>
<td>13 3/4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>26 1/2 x 29 1/4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STEELX</td>
<td>ST1000</td>
<td>93½ 1/4</td>
<td>3,000 A 30%</td>
<td>20 1/4 x 15 1/4</td>
<td>50/18</td>
<td>S N R</td>
<td>6 1/2</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>13 3/4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>26 1/2 x 25 1/4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. (A) Aluminum
   (C) Cast Iron
   (Q) Threaded rod with quick release
   (R) Threaded rod

2. (B) Ball bearing
   (S) Square steel insert blocks

3. (Q) Threaded rod with quick release

4. Excellent
   Good
   Fair
   NA
   Not Applicable

5. Timed cuts while resawing 6"-wide red oak

6. Resawing 6"-wide red oak

7. Using a 1-hp dust collector with 4" hose

8. (B) Blade
   (T) Rip fence
   (L) Task light
   (M) Miter gauge
   (R) Riser block
   (T) Tools for adjustments

9. (C) China
   (T) Taiwan

10. Prices current at time of article production and do not include shipping, where applicable.
Rikon 10-320, $500

High Points
- Demonstrated the least amount of blade deflection, about 1/8".
- Showed the least amount of vibration in the test.
- Its table is the largest in the test.
- Hex wrenches needed for adjustments store in a tool holder on the back of the saw.
- Reference chart inside lower door provides helpful tips without you having to open the owner's manual.

Low Points
- Table tilts 45° right and 3° left, least in the test.
- Single table trunnion makes adjustments more difficult than models with two trunnions.

More Points
- Its steel frame won't accept a riser block.
- Its table has two miter slots, but no miter gauge is included.
- Bearing-style blade guides work well but take longer to adjust.

Shop Fox W1706, $540

High Points
- Demonstrated the most power, cutting twice as fast as half the saws in our resaw test.
- Cuts tight curves and follows marked lines well.
- Cast-iron wheels and base contribute to lowest amount of vibration in the test.
- Rack-and-pinion adjustment for bearing guide post makes for smooth adjustments without the post dropping upon release.
- Blade-tension quick-release lever speeds blade changes and could extend the life of your blades and tires.
- Table tilts 50° right and 15° left, enabling you to cut high-angled dovetails.
- Has the beefiest miter gauge in the test.

Low Points
- Showed the second-highest amount of blade deflection in our resaw test.

More Points
- Its 10½" power cord was longest in the test.
- Bearing-style blade guides with microadjusters work but take longer to adjust.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PERFORMANCE RATINGS (4)</th>
<th>ACCESSORIES (8)</th>
<th>FOR MORE INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PRIMARY</td>
<td>SECONDARY</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power [5]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Curve-Cutting Ability</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blade Deflection [16]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ease of Changing Blades</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ease of Tensioning Blades</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ease of Adjusting Blade Guides</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blad e Deflection [10]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ease of Aligning Wheels</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ease of Setting Table Bevel Angle</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dust Collection Effectiveness [7]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Absence of Blade Drift</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rip Fence Quality</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miter Gauge Quality</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cabinet/Doors/Latches Quality</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optimal</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight, lbs.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power Cord Length, Feet</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warranty, Years</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Courtesy of Assembly</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Selling Price [10]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phone Number</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Web Site</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Banding your dollars together and put them into this saw

The Grizzly G0555 and Shop Fox W1706 separate themselves from the field, not for doing one thing well but rather for doing the most things well. The Shop Fox demonstrates the most power, cuts curved shapes best, vibrates little, and has heavy-duty cast-iron components. But we just can't get past its blade deflection of 3/16" in a 6" resaw cut. If this doesn't bother you then buy this saw. But we'll gladly trade cutting speed for accuracy, so we've named the G0555 our Top Tool.

It wasn't the most powerful saw, but its quality of cut proved second to none, and that's ultimately what we expect from a band saw. It also excelled at cutting curves because its blade guides held the blade true without twisting, and it was at or near the top in every performance category with no significant flaws. And it's also the best value in the class.

Written by Bob Hunter with Craig Ruegsegger  Illustrations: Tim Cahill

woodmagazine.com
You don’t need a dream shop to build this handsome project; a few basic power tools will do. And one-stop shopping at your favorite home center gets you rolling right away.
You'd pay a lot for a solid-wood bookcase in a furniture store. Instead, save a bundle by building this handsome oak piece. You'll get the bonus of enjoying some time in your shop.

Edge-glue the blanks

1. To make blanks for the sides (A), cut four 3/4\(\times\)3\(\frac{1}{2}\)\(\times\)43" boards and two that measure 3/4\(\times\)2\(\frac{1}{2}\)\(\times\)43". Lay out two 3\(\frac{1}{2}\)"-wide boards and one 2\(\frac{1}{2}\)"-wide board for each side, arranging them for the best grain and color match. Edge-glue the sides. To obtain the flattest panels, see the Shop Tip below.

2. For the top shelf (C) blank, edge-glue two 3/4\(\times\)3\(\frac{1}{2}\)\(\times\)27" boards, and for each middle shelf (D) blank, edge-glue two 3/4\(\times\)3\(\frac{1}{2}\)\(\times\)27" boards and one 3/4\(\times\)2\(\frac{1}{2}\)\(\times\)27" board. You'll later rip one cove (F) from the edge of each of these shelf blanks. For the bottom shelf (E) blank, edge-glue three 3/4\(\times\)3\(\frac{1}{2}\)\(\times\)27" boards.

Machine the case parts

1. Cut the sides (A) and bolsters (B) to size [Materials List, page 64]. Make two photocopies of Side Pattern #1, Side Pattern #2, and the Bolster Pattern on the WOOD Patterns® insert. Adhere the patterns to the parts with spray adhesive [Drawing 1], and cut them to shape [Photo A]. Sand the cut edges smooth. To drum-sand the edges using an electric drill, see page 20.

2. Edge-glue the bolsters (B) to the sides (A) [Drawing 1]. Mark the ends of the stopped rabbets along the inside rear edges of the sides (A) for the back (K) [Drawing 1], making sure you have mirror-image sides. Chuck a 3/4" rabbet bit into a...
handheld router and adjust it to cut ½" deep. Rout the rabbet into the right-hand side [Photo B]. Then repeat on the left-hand side starting at the bottom and routing to the line. Finish-sand the sides.

Retrieve the shelf blanks, and cut the top shelf (C), middle shelves (D), and bottom shelf (E) to length. From a ¾×3⅛" board, cut the crest rail (G) and bottom rail (H) blanks to length. Rip the bottom rail to width.

Chuck a ¾" cove bit into a handheld router, and rout the top front edge of the top shelf (C), middle shelf (D), and bottom shelf (E) blanks [Drawing 2, Step 1]. Then rip the cove trim (F) from the top and middle shelf blanks [Step 2]. Rip the shelves to width. Switch to a ¼" rabbet bit and rout a ¾"-deep rabbet along the bottom rear edge of the top shelf [Drawing 3].

Make two photocopies of the Crest Rail Pattern. Cut along the pattern lines, and adhere the patterns to the crest rail blank, flipping one pattern. Jigsaw and sand the rail to shape.

Finish-sand the top shelf (C), middle shelves (D), bottom shelf (E), cove trim (F), crest rail (G), and bottom rail (H).
Using the shank hole and center of the slot in the short cleat (J) as guides, drill pilot holes into the bottom of the top shelf (C).

Glue and clamp the cove trim to the top and middle shelves [Drawings 3 and 3a] and the crest rail to the top shelf [Drawing 3b]. Keep the part ends flush.

Cut the long cleats (I) and short cleats (J) to size. Drill countersunk shank holes and form slots by drilling overlapping holes [Drawing 4]. (For the #8 wood screws in this project, drill 3/16" shank holes and 1/8" pilot holes.) Make sure you have four left-hand and four right-hand cleats. (The countersunk hole and slot in the 1" width are offset toward the front of the bookcase, and the shank hole in the 3/4" thickness is countersunk on the inside face.) Finish-sand the cleats.

Construct the case

1. Position the cleats (I, J) on the sides (A) [Drawing 1], and clamp them in place. Using the hole and center of the slot in each cleat as a guide, drill pilot holes into the sides. Sparingly apply glue to the back 2" of the 3/4" face of each cleat.

With the second side assembly (A/J) on the workbench, drill pilot holes, and glue and screw the shelves (C, D, E) to the cleats (I, J).

2. Place one side assembly (A/J) inside face up on your workbench. Sparingly apply glue to the back 2" of the top face of the short cleat (J). Position the top shelf assembly (C/E/F/G) against the short cleat, aligning the back of the assembly with the back edge of the side (A). Drill pilot holes [Photo C], and fasten the shelf with a flathead screw and panhead screw and washer [Drawing 3]. Then glue and screw the middle shelf assemblies (D/F) and bottom shelf (E) to the long cleats (I). Now glue and screw the shelves to the cleats on the second side assembly [Photo D].

3. Glue and clamp the bottom rail (H) to the underside of the bottom shelf (E) with the front edge of the rail and the front edges of the bolsters (B) flush [Drawing 3].

4. Cut the back (K) to size and finish-sand it. The oak side faces up when cutting the plywood on a tablesaw.

Make ogee bracket feet

1. Cut the bracket cleats (L) and braces (M) to size. Drill a 1" hole 1/4" deep in the top face of each bracket cleat to accommodate the heads of the panhead screws that fasten the bottom shelf (E) to the long cleats (I) [Drawings 3 and 3c].
To make ogee bracket feet from stock crown molding purchased at a lumberyard or home center, see page 22.

**Note:** We used ¾x3½" crown molding for our ogee bracket feet. The article on page 22 shows how to make bracket feet with this as well as other sizes of crown molding.

With the bracket feet complete, glue them to the bottom of the case [Drawing 3c and Photo E].

**Apply the finish**

1. Inspect all the parts and finish-sand where needed. Apply stain, if desired, and a clear finish. (We applied Varathane Golden Oak no. 227 stain and two coats of satin polyurethane, lightly sanding with 220-grit sandpaper between coats.)

2. Clamp the back (K) to the case, drill countersunk screw holes, and drive the screws [Drawing 3].

---

**Cutting Diagram**

---

**Materials List**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>FINISHED SIZE</th>
<th>T</th>
<th>W</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>Mat.</th>
<th>Qty</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A*</td>
<td>sides</td>
<td>¾&quot;</td>
<td>9&quot;</td>
<td>42&quot;</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>bolsters</td>
<td>¾&quot;</td>
<td>1¾&quot;</td>
<td>14½&quot;</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C*</td>
<td>top shelf</td>
<td>¼&quot;</td>
<td>5½&quot;</td>
<td>26&quot;</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D*</td>
<td>middle shelves</td>
<td>¼&quot;</td>
<td>8½&quot;</td>
<td>26&quot;</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E*</td>
<td>bottom shelf</td>
<td>¼&quot;</td>
<td>10¼&quot;</td>
<td>26&quot;</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F*</td>
<td>cove trim</td>
<td>¼&quot;</td>
<td>3¼&quot;</td>
<td>26&quot;</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G*</td>
<td>crest rail</td>
<td>¼&quot;</td>
<td>3&quot;</td>
<td>26&quot;</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H*</td>
<td>bottom rail</td>
<td>¼&quot;</td>
<td>3¼&quot;</td>
<td>26&quot;</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>long cleats</td>
<td>¼&quot;</td>
<td>1&quot;</td>
<td>7&quot;</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J</td>
<td>short cleats</td>
<td>¼&quot;</td>
<td>1&quot;</td>
<td>4&quot;</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K</td>
<td>back</td>
<td>¼&quot;</td>
<td>26½&quot;</td>
<td>39½&quot;</td>
<td>OP</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feet</th>
<th></th>
<th>L</th>
<th>W</th>
<th>T</th>
<th>Mat.</th>
<th>Qty</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>bracket cleats</td>
<td>¾&quot;</td>
<td>2½&quot;</td>
<td>10½&quot;</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>braces</td>
<td>¾&quot;</td>
<td>2½&quot;</td>
<td>11½&quot;</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N*</td>
<td>bracket sides</td>
<td>⅞&quot;</td>
<td>2½&quot;</td>
<td>11½&quot;</td>
<td>OC</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O*</td>
<td>bracket fronts</td>
<td>⅞&quot;</td>
<td>2½&quot;</td>
<td>5½&quot;</td>
<td>OC</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Parts initially cut oversize. See the instructions.

**Materials key:** O-oak, OP-oak plywood, OC-⅞x3⅛" oak crown molding.

**Supplies:** Spray adhesive; #8x3½", #8x1½", and #8x1⅞" flathead wood screws; #8x1¼" and #8x1⅞" panhead screws; #8 flat washers.

**Bits:** ¼" rabbet and ¾" cove router bits.
Ways to Get Dust (Before it Gets You)

Unless you’re having a square dance, you don’t want sawdust on the floor. And you certainly don’t want to breathe it. We recently tried dozens of products that promise better dust pickup. Here are the ones that work best.

**Gobble up hard-to-tame messes**

*Catch a broad blast of debris...*

While no single accessory will catch all the dust and chips that go airborne when turning wood, the Big Gulp Ultimate Dust Hood, shown *above*, gobbles up a lot of it. When tethered to a 1-hp or larger dust collector with 4” hose, the Big Gulp gathers in most of the chips made when hollowing out a bowl or vessel. It’s especially effective at sucking up sanding dust from turnings—the stuff you’d breathe into your lungs otherwise.

The Big Gulp mounts between the ways of any lathe bed on three slotted arms with locking knobs, allowing you to position the hood where you need help most. You can also get it on a floor stand (model #DBU30, $120) or the long-armed Dust Picker (model #DPICKER2, $60), which has a smaller hood, for dust collection behind a miter-saw, radial-arm saw, or other dust-spewing tool.

**Big Gulp Ultimate Dust Hood**

Model #DLGULP, $60
Penn State Industries
800-377-7297, pennstateind.com

*...or pinpoint the suction where you need it*

When you’ve got to have dust collection in hard-to-reach areas or places where a 4” hose gets in the way, attach a Loc-Line articulated hose to your shop vacuum (or with a reducer to a larger dust-collection system). Bend Loc-Line to almost any configuration, and snap on a nozzle to place the suction right where you need it. Use couplers to join multiple lengths of hose. We like Loc-Line for use with any stationary sander, as well as drill presses and router-table operations when you can’t use a fence-mounted dust port.

**Loc-Line Modular System**

2½” x 23” hose, $26
Adapters and nozzles, $4–56 each
Lockwood Products, 800-423-1625

Where to buy: Lee Valley Tools, 800-871-8158, leevalley.com; Grizzly Industrial, 800-523-4777, grizzly.com
Add punch and simplicity to your DC system

Gain airflow and filtration with specially made bags

If your dust collector's filter bag puffs up like a taut balloon, you're probably not getting maximum airflow through your collector. Although many manufacturers offer high-efficiency filter bags (1 to 5 microns) as standard or optional equipment, most don't do anything to optimize airflow. American Fabric Filter custom-makes oversize 1-micron bags that increase airflow by not restricting it. Top bags cost from $120 to $150, and bottom bags from $70 to $85.

High-Efficiency Filter Bags
Custom-made, $70-$150
American Fabric Filter
800-367-3591, americanfabricfilter.com

No-clog blast gates improve airflow

Debris can build up in the grooves of typical blast gates, preventing them from closing fully, so they leak air and ultimately reduce suction where you need it. Lee Valley's self-cleaning gates extend through the bracket to push debris out of the groove and prevent such buildup.

Self-Cleaning Blast Gates
2"-6" models, $8-$17 each
Lee Valley Tools
800-871-8158, leevalley.com

Better seal eliminates air leaks

Flexible dust-collection hose has a metal supporting wire that spirals throughout it to prevent the hose from collapsing under suction. But with ordinary hose clamps, leaks can occur where the clamp crosses that wire. Lee Valley's Bridge Hose Clamps straddle the metal wire, as shown, which allows the clamp to fully seal the hose to the connector or dust port.

Bridge Hose Clamps
2¾"-5" models, $4.90-$6.60
Lee Valley Tools
800-871-8158, leevalley.com

Quick changes mean fewer hoses

Here's an accessory for those of us who don't have the luxury of a central dust-collection system and have to move the collector from tool to tool. Fazlok Quick Disconnect male and female fittings allow you to make changes quickly and without tools. You simply twist and turn to lock and unlock the hose from the tool. Install female Fazlok fittings on your collector's inlet and on the dust ports on your tools; then clamp male fittings onto both ends of your flex-hose. To maximize airflow, you can have several hoses of different lengths, and use the shortest hose you need to get from the collector to the tool.

Fazlok Quick Disconnect Hose Fittings
2½" & 4" models, $8-$11 each; kits $26-$30
Woodworker's Supply
800-645-9292, woodworker.com
Make your shop vacuum work more effectively

**No-hassle, supple-but-stout hose proves effective for use with sanders**

Okay, you've got a shop vacuum that you attach to your portable power sander for dust extraction, but the hose proves too bulky, too stiff, or the ribs catch on edges. Klingspor's Crush-Proof lightweight hose eliminates those worries. With an adapter on one end to fit any 2¼" vacuum opening, the soft, flexible 1" hose easily attaches to many sanders. We also recommend Klingspor's universal rubber adapter (#FE9210S, $3) that enables attachment to virtually any sander, even those with rectangular dust ports.

**Crush-Proof Vacuum Hose**
Model KA00011, $23
Klingspor's Woodworking Shop
800-228-0000, woodworkingshop.com

---

**You can use this filter for wet messes**

We've all been there: To remove the caked-on dust from the pleated paper filter of your shop vacuum, you tap it, beat on it, or blow it out with compressed air, but you still can't get it fully clean. Not so with Cleanstream filters, made of non-stick Gore-Tex material you can clean with air or water, so it works on wet and dry pickups. They deliver finer filtration than paper varieties—trapping particles as small as 0.3 micron. Filters fit Shop-Vac, Craftsman, and Ridgid brands.

**Cleanstream Wet/Dry Vacuum Filters**
$23–$35 each
W.L. Gore and Associates
800-758-6755, cleanstream.com

---

**No holes necessary for dust pickup**

Mirka's Abranet sanding discs are made of a porous, meshlike material, with grit on one side and hook-and-loop-style fasteners on the other. The result: You get effective dust collection through all the pores without taking the time to line it up with the sander's dust-collection holes. Abranet comes in 13 grits from 80 to 1,000, and costs nearly twice as much as Mirka's Gold sandpaper discs. But the better dust collection means the abrasive won't load up with sanding dust, so it lasts longer than typical sandpaper. And it means you'll put less dust into the air. Abranet also comes in sheets and rolls.

**Abranet Sanding Discs**
Various grits, $14–$18 for 10 discs (also available in 50 packs)
Mirka Abrasives
800-843-3904, mirka.com
Where to buy: Woodcraft, 800-225-1153, woodcraft.com

---

**Master the mess of machine-cut 'tails**

Dust-collection hoods for Leigh and Rockler dovetail jigs do a remarkably good job of corralling the spray of chips and dust created when router-cutting dovetails. Each fixture mounts directly onto the jig's front—including older models with the help of special mounting kits—and you simply attach your shop vacuum hose to the 2½" port. The Leigh VRS features a flat top that supports your router flush with the tops of the jig fingers. A sliding dust port glides underneath and follows the router. The Rockler fixture has soft bristles that stick up from a dust hood, allowing the router bit to pass through without harm.

**Vacuum & Router Support (VRS)**
12"–24" lengths, $75–$84
Leigh Industries
800-663-8932, leighjigs.com

**Dovetail Jig Dust Collector**
Model #22224, $42
Rockler Woodworking and Hardware
800-279-4441, rockler.com
Before your favorite youngster gets bogged down in video games, give a gift that lets his imagination do the lifting—this sturdy wooden crane.

**Make the chassis**

1. For the chassis (A), cab (G), and counterweight (H), cut a 1½x6¼x12" blank. (We used walnut.) Rip a 1½"-wide piece from one edge, and set it aside for the cab and counterweight. Cut the remaining piece to size for the chassis [Materials List, page 72].

2. Lay out the chassis (A) front and rear bevels [Drawing 1], and bandsaw and sand them to shape. Then chuck an 11⁄8" brad-point bit into your drill press, position the fence 1⁄2" from the bit center, and drill axle holes in both sides of the chassis [Photo A]. Finish-sand the part.

**Build the mast and boom**

1. For the mast sides (B) and mast spacers (C), cut two 3¼x1½x26" blanks. (We used maple.) Cut one mast side and one spacer from each blank. Chuck a 1" Forstner bit into your drill press and drill five holes in the mast sides [Drawing 2, Photo B].

2. To assemble the mast, cut two 3½x2¼x24" caul from scrap. (We used MDF.) Cover one side of each caul with masking tape to keep glue from sticking. Apply tape to one side of each mast (B) to mark the mast spacer (C) locations [Drawing 2]. (The thickness of the tape provides just enough of a lip to keep the spacers from shifting and makes it easy to remove excess glue.) Glue and clamp the mast [Photos C and D].

3. Mark the ¾" boom pivot hole center on one mast side (B) [Drawing 2]. Chuck a brad-point bit into your drill press, insert a ¾"-thick scrap block between the mast sides to prevent chip-out, and drill the hole.

4. Form the mast (B/C) top bevel [Drawing 2, Photo E], and sand it smooth. Sand ½" round-overs on the top corners of the mast sides (B) and upper mast spacer (C). Chuck a chamfer bit into your table-mounted router, and rout ½" chamfers along the edges of
PROJECT HIGHLIGHTS

- Overall dimensions: 25" high x 13¾" reach x 7¼" track x 11½" wheelbase.
- Hand-operated hoists raise and lower the boom and bucket.
- The tower assembly pivots smoothly on a ball-bearing lazy Susan to easily pick up and place loads.
- A wide-track chassis featuring eight sets of dual wheels provides sure-footed mobility.
- You provide the flat stock and a few wood screws. We provide a one-stop source for the remaining hardware and special fittings.

Skill Builder

Discover how to hold rounded items steady for drilling on your drill press.

the 1" holes and the outside edges of the mast, except for the bottom. Finish-sand the mast.

5 From a ¾x1¾x22" piece of stock, resaw and plane a ¾"-thick blank for the front spacer (D) and rear spacer (E). (We used walnut.) Cut the parts to length. Bandsaw and sand the chamfer on the front spacer and the taper on the rear spacer [Drawing 3].

6 From a ¾x1¾x22½" piece of stock, resaw and plane the two boom sides (F). (We used maple.) Glue and clamp the boom spacers (D, E) between the boom sides [Drawing 4 and Photo F].

7 With the glue dry, use your drill press to drill a ½" hole through the rear spacer (E) for the boom-operating string, a ¾" hole for the boom pivot, and another ¾" hole at the front end of the boom [Drawing 4]. When drilling the front hole, insert a ¾"-thick piece of scrap between the boom sides (F) to prevent chip-out. Then mark the two tapered cuts, and bandsaw and sand them to shape. Sand ¾" radii on the boom ends. Now rout ½" chamfers along the edges. Finish-sand the boom.

Add cab and counterweight

1 Retrieve the walnut cab (G) and counterweight (H) blank. Mark the hole center near one end [Drawing 1a]. Chuck a 1" Forstner bit into your drill press, and drill the hole. Then bandsaw and sand the ¾" angled corner. Crosscut the cab from the blank. Now rout ¾" chamfers along the edges of the hole and ¼" chamfers along the outside edges of the cab. Finish-sand the cab.

2 To position the cab (G) on the mast (B/C), first insert the boom between the mast sides (B), and slide a piece of #10-32 threaded rod through the holes in both assemblies. Then glue and clamp the cab to the mast sides (B) [Drawing 1 and Photo G]. Remove the boom from the mast.

3 From the remaining walnut blank, cut the counterweight to the boom (D/E/F), ¼" from the end and centered.

Fabricate the hoist

1 From ¼"-thick stock, cut the hoist sides (I) to size. Adhere them face-to-face with double-faced tape. Mark hole centers [Drawing 5a], and drill the holes on your drill press with a ¾" brad-point bit. Lay out the angled corner. Bandsaw and sand it to shape. Sand round-overs on the corners at both ends of the angle. Separate and finish-sand the parts.

2 Cut the hoist base (J) to size, making sure the width equals the combined width of the mast (B/C) and the hoist sides (I). Rout a chamfer along the top front edge [Drawing 5]. Drill Shank holes for fastening the hoist base to the mast sides (B). (For the #8 screws, drill ½" shank holes and ¾" pilot holes.)

Clamp the hoist sides (I) to the hoist base (J) [Drawing 5]. Drill screw holes through the mast sides (B), and fasten the hoist sides (I) with #8 screws. Glue and clamp the hoist base (J) to the mast sides (B) [Drawing 5].

With the glue dry, remove the clamps and cauls, apply glue and position the mast (B/C). Apply glue and add the second mast side.
As with the mast, cut 1/4 x 3/4 x 24" cauls, applying masking tape, to align the spacers (D, E) between the boom sides (F) for gluing.

Sparingly apply glue to the cab (G), position it against the boom (D/E/F), centered on the mast (B/C), and clamp the cab in place.

Using the holes in the hoist side (I) as guides, drill 3/16" holes for the threaded rod through the mast (B/C) with a brad-point bit.

holes, and drive the screws. (For #6 screws, drill 3/16" shank holes and 1/32" pilot holes.) Clamp the mast (B/C) between the hoist sides. Using the screw holes in the hoist base as guides, drill pilot holes into the mast sides (B), and
How to safely hold rounded objects for drilling

Enlarging the screw holes in the wood knobs for the hoist assembly presents two challenges: holding a part with a domed surface steady on the drill-press table, and keeping it from spinning as the drill bit bites into the surface. Here's an easy way to overcome both. Drill a ¼" hole ¾" deep in a piece of ¾"-thick scrap. Place a 1½x1½" piece of double-faced tape over the hole, as shown at right. Center the knob over the hole, and press down firmly. Now support the scrap with the drill-press fence, centering the bit on the knob screw hole, and drill, as shown at far right. This method also works for drilling into wood balls.

drive the screws. Now, on your drill press, drill ¾" holes through the mast [Photo H].

4 With the mast/hoist assembly upside down, position the lazy Susan on the hoist base (J) equidistant from the front and side edges. Drill pilot holes, and drive the screws [Drawing 1]. Then position the mast/hoist assembly on the chassis (A), and mark the lazy Susan screw-hole locations [Photo I]. Now remove the mast/hoist assembly, and drill the holes.

5 Cut two 4"-long pieces of ¼" dowel, and glue a spool onto each piece, centered on the length [Drawing 5]. With the glue dry, drill a ½" hole, centered, through each spool and dowel.

6 Enlarge the screw holes in four 1¼"-diameter wood knobs to ¼", drilling them ¾" deep. To hold the knobs on the drill press, see the Shop Tip above.

Apply finish and assemble

1 Remove the lazy Susan, mast (B/C), and hoist sides (I) from the hoist base (J). Examine all parts and assemblies, and finish-sand where needed. Slide the wheels and bucket onto a ¼" dowel, and support it at the ends with 2x4 scraps. To hold the axles and keep finish off the ends for gluing, drill eight ¼" holes into a 2x4 scrap and insert the axles. Drill six ¼" holes at least 2" apart into another scrap block. Insert short pieces of ¼" dowel into four of the holes, centered, through each pocket of the block.

3 BOOM SPACERS

4 BOOM ASSEMBLY

Center the lazy Susan on the chassis (A), rotate the lazy Susan on the chassis (A), then position the mast/hoist assembly to uncover the mounting holes, and mark the locations.
and press a knob onto the end of each one. Wrap masking tape around one end of each spool dowel, and insert the other end into one of the remaining holes. Apply a clear finish to all the parts and assemblies. (We applied four coats of aerosol satin lacquer, sanding between coats with 320-grit sandpaper. To smooth the wheels between coats, use a soft brass wire brush.)

2. Slide a wheel and washer onto each axle. Glue the axles into the chassis (A) holes, inserting business cards between the wheels and washers to ensure free spinning.

3. Screw one hoist side (I) to the hoist base (J) [Drawing 5]. Slip a washer, spring, and another washer onto each spool dowel, and insert the dowels into the hoist side holes. Slip another washer, spring, and washer over each dowel, and fasten the second hoist side in place, capturing the spool dowels within the hoist side holes. Add a washer to each dowel protruding from the hoist sides, and glue the knobs onto the dowels.

4. Screw the mast (B/C) to the hoist base. Cut two 3½"-long pieces of #10-32 threaded rod (½" longer than the total thickness of the assembly), and slide them through the hoist sides (I) and mast [Drawing 5]. Apply medium-strength thread locker to the rod ends, and thread on cap nuts. Screw the lazy Susan to the hoist base (J), and then to the chassis (A).

5. Cut one 2⅛"-long and one 1¼"-long piece of threaded rod. Slide the boom (D/E/F/H) between the mast sides (B). Slide the long rod through the pivot holes [Drawing 1]. Apply thread locker and cap nuts. Slide the short rod through the holes at the front end of the boom, and apply thread locker and cap nuts.

6. Cut a 24"-long piece of string and tie a knot in one end. Thread it from the top through the hole in the rear spacer (E), through the hole in the rear spool, and then tie it off. Wind the excess cord onto the spool by turning the knobs.

7. Cut a 72"-long piece of string, thread it through the hole in the front spool, and tie it off. Then route the cord through the space between the front spacer (D) and rear spacer (E), over the top of the upper mast spacer (C), and between the front spacer and the front threaded rod. Tie the snap hook onto the end of the string, and wind the excess onto the spool. Finally, clip the bucket bail onto the hook, slip on your hard hat, and start up your engines and your imagination.

**Cutting Diagram**

Written by Jan Svec
Project design: Jeff Mertz
Illustrations: Roxanne LeMoine; Lorna Johnson

---

**Materials List**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part</th>
<th>FINISHED SIZE</th>
<th>Matl. Qty</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>1½&quot; 4½&quot; 11&quot;</td>
<td>W 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>¼&quot; ½&quot; 11½&quot;</td>
<td>M 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>⅝&quot; ½&quot; 3&quot;</td>
<td>M 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>1½&quot; ½&quot; 16½&quot;</td>
<td>W 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>⅝&quot; ⅞&quot; 4½&quot;</td>
<td>W 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>½&quot; ⅜&quot; 22½&quot;</td>
<td>M 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>½&quot; ½&quot; 25½&quot;</td>
<td>W 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>⅝&quot; ⅜&quot; 3&quot;</td>
<td>W 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>½&quot; ⅞&quot; 4½&quot;</td>
<td>W 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J</td>
<td>⅝&quot; 3½&quot; 6½&quot;</td>
<td>W 1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Parts initially cut oversize. See the instructions.

**Materials key:** W-walnut, M-maple.
**Supplies:** #8×2" and #6×1½" flathead wood screws, #6×⅝" panhead screws, double-faced tape.
**Bits:** 45° chamfer router bit; ⅝" and 1¼" brad-point drill bits; 1" Forstner bit.

**Source**

Hardware kit: Each kit includes the following parts: tandem wheels (6), tandem wheel axles (8), ⅜" flat washers (8), 3" lazy Susan, #10-32×12" threaded rod, #10-32 cap nuts (8), snap hook, wood bucket, ⅛" birch knobs (4), 11½×⅜" spools (2), ⅜×9½" wood dowel, ¼" flat washers (12), ¼" × .78" compression springs (4), black nylon string (14 ft.). Order kit no. 3122, $24.99, plus shipping. Meisel Hardware Specialties, 800-441-9970, meiselwoodhobby.com.
Heart-smart woodworking

Q: I recently had a pacemaker put in and, according to my doctor, I can't get within two feet of my power tools. How do I save my hobby and my health?


A: Al, as a bunch of woodworkers, we wouldn't dream of offering medical advice. And we hope that you wouldn't dream of straying from the advice of your doctor, who is, after all, the person closest to your case and most knowledgeable about your medical history and physical condition.

However, we can certainly sympathize with your situation, so we posed your question to Dr. Henry Halperin, M.D., M.A., professor of medicine in Cardiology at Johns Hopkins School of Medicine. His advice: Ultimately, follow your doctor's orders, but you should also be an active partner in your own health care. Take specific questions to your doctor after compiling careful research about your power tools and your pacemaker.

For example, Medtronic, the world's largest manufacturer of pacemakers, gives specific guidelines about which electrical devices are safe and which you should avoid: "Most household and workplace appliances, tools, and equipment can be used with minimal or no precautions." They warn, however, that heavy equipment, including arc welders and chainsaws, should be avoided, and that some power tools require safety measures to ensure proper functioning of a pacemaker, such as keeping the tool a minimum of 6" from the pacemaker.

"For more modern devices," Dr. Halperin says, "electrical interference is much less of an issue. They're very well-protected. They've got all kinds of filters against interference."

If you and your doctor need more information, Dr. Halperin suggests having your doctor contact the cardiologist or electrophysiologist who implanted the pacemaker. Have your doctor contact the manufacturer for the specific limitations of your device.

In the end, Dr. Halperin says that with your doctor's guidance, a balance can be struck. "It's a question of quality of life versus safety."

And don't forget that woodworkers got along just fine for many centuries prior to the discovery of electricity and the invention of power tools. However, do keep in mind that hand tools will require more exertion on your part, so discuss using those, too, with your doctor before acquiring them.

Versatile paraffin

Q: I've been told that applying paraffin wax to the elevation screws on my planer will make it easier to raise and lower. What are some other situations where paraffin might be useful, and where can I find it?

—Tom Mullen, West Branch, Mich.

A: In addition to the elevation screws on your planer, Tom, rub paraffin wax onto the threads of screws to make them easier to drive into wood. Applying an even coat on the infeed bed of your jointer, as shown at right, makes it easier to run your workpiece through at a constant rate. Rub some onto your wooden drawer slides to ease the action. Some woodworkers even use paraffin wax as part of a food-safe-finish recipe for wooden cutting boards, countertops, and utensils. Heat mineral oil in a double boiler and melt wax shavings into the oil.

You'll find paraffin wax at your grocery store, where it's sometimes labeled as "canning wax," or your craft store, labeled as "candle wax." Old, discarded candles work well, too.
**Ask WOOD**

**Curing glue-clogged clamps**

*Q:* I lent a friend four clamps to glue up a large project. They came back with dried yellow glue globs on the bars that he couldn’t get off. What’s the best way to remove glue that’s hardened?

—George Noeth, Fort Mill, S.C.

*A:* You’ve got a couple of options for removing dried glue from clamps, George. For thin deposits, spray on a citrus-based cleaner, such as Citrus Magic or Polyken 41 Citrus Cleaner. Allow it to soften and swell the glue for a few minutes before removing it with a plastic scraper. When you’re finished, use detergent and water to remove the cleaner. For more stubborn deposits, use a hair dryer or heat gun on the high setting to soften the glue before scraping it off, as shown at right.

Next time you lend a friend your clamps, throw in a roll of painter’s tape. Tell him to adjust the clamp jaws during dry assembly, and then mask the bar between the jaws with the tape before gluing and clamping. Any drips will come off with the tape.

---

**Stopblocks ensure a square frame**

*Q:* I want to use my mitersaw to miter-cut four pieces of 1x4" stock to the same length for a square frame. How can I do that precisely?

—Henry Long, Benbrook, Texas

*A:* First give your mitersaw a tune-up, Henry. Following the manufacturer’s instructions, adjust the saw to produce dead-on 45° cuts at both settings. Begin making the frame by cutting a 45° miter on one end of each frame piece about 4" longer than the final size. Now rotate the blade to cut the opposite 45° angle.

Attach one of the miter cut-offs to a 1x2" piece of scrap roughly as long as the frame pieces to create a combination stopblock/hold-down, as shown below. Clamp the stop block to the mitersaw fence at a distance equal to the final length of the frame parts. Butt the mitered end of each part firmly against the mitered stopblock, and cut the second miter.

---

**Introducing the new innovative CT50™ Professional Cordless Staple Gun**

More than just a sleek, light weight design, this cordless wonder is a rugged, heavy duty staple gun that will appeal to everyone, from the do-it-yourselfer to the professional contractor.

The CT50™ has a light weight 10.8v Lithium-ion battery that guarantees more power, while firing up to 1500 staples on a single charge. Its unique “on-board” battery design maintains perfect balance for increased control and accuracy.

The ultra-bright “LED guide light” will light any surface with precision positioning of the staple location. The adjustable “depth of drive” control lets you perfectly fire each staple to the desired depth.

Unique to the CT50™, this tool holds two full strips of any of the six Arrow T50™ staple sizes — saving time on the project. All this, and more, in a well thought out, ergonomically designed, professional tool that will make any project faster and easier for both the pro and the do-it-yourselfer.

---

**Arrow Fastener Co., Inc.**

U.S.A. T 201.843.6900 F 201.843.3911
Canada T 514.321.3983 F 514.321.9424
U.K. T 020.888.9180 F 020.888.9197

www.arrowfastener.com
Make groovy dowels

Q: I want to cut a ¼" groove along the 3' length of a ¼"-diameter dowel. Can I do this with my table-mounted router?

—Stew Levine, West Orange, N.J.

A: A simple jig should solve your problems, Stew. In a piece of wood about 2" square and at least as long as your dowel, cut a centered groove that's as wide and deep as the dowel's diameter. The fit needs to be tight enough that the jig holds the dowel in place. Then add a heel at one end, as shown below. The heel becomes especially important when grooving dowels shorter than 12'.

For added grip, place strips of double-faced tape on the bottom of the groove before inserting your dowel with one end resting against the heel. Then chuck a ¼" slot-cutting bit into your table-mounted router and adjust the height to the center of the dowel within the jig resting on its side, as shown at bottom. Adjust the router table fence to control the depth of cut. Test your settings on 2"-square scrap to center the cut; then make passes up to ¼" deep each until you reach the desired groove depth.

continued on page 76
A • We recommend making that first hole about 1/4" from the end, as shown below, to avoid breaking out the end grain while muscling loose a dry-assembled joint in preparation for a glue-up.

For edge-gluing, the dowels align the pieces and keep their surfaces flush more than reinforce the joint. So space the dowel holes just close enough to correct any minor warping of the parts. For most edge joints, space the dowels roughly 10" apart, advises Jim Lindsay of O.M.S. Tool Co., maker of the Dowelmax doweling jig. Because you're cutting rockers from your glue-up, you'll also need to position the dowels away from your cutlines.

As for dowel diameters, use dowels half the thickness of the stock you're joining. For example, use 1/4" dowels for 1/2" stock, and 5/16" dowels for 3/8" stock. Drill each dowel hole 1/4" longer than half the dowel's length — usually 1/2" or 2" for precut dowels — to ensure a tight fit and allow space for trapped glue.

Q: Is there a list of tried-and-true doweling rules? I want to edge-join a pair of 3/4" x 7" x 48" ash boards for rocking horse rockers. How close to the ends can I place dowels, and how far apart can I space them?


A: We recommend making that first hole about 1/4" from the end, as shown below, to avoid breaking out the end grain while muscling loose a dry-assembled joint in preparation for a glue-up.

For edge-gluing, the dowels align the pieces and keep their surfaces flush more than reinforce the joint. So space the dowel holes just close enough to correct any minor warping of the parts. For most edge joints, space the dowels roughly 10" apart, advises Jim Lindsay of O.M.S. Tool Co., maker of the Dowelmax doweling jig. Because you're cutting rockers from your glue-up, you'll also need to position the dowels away from your cutlines.

As for dowel diameters, use dowels half the thickness of the stock you're joining. For example, use 1/4" dowels for 3/8" stock, and 5/16" dowels for 1/2" stock. Drill each dowel hole 1/4" longer than half the dowel's length — usually 1/2" or 2" for precut dowels — to ensure a tight fit and allow space for trapped glue.
WOOD® Magazine 2005 Back Issues on CD
All seven issues are completely searchable and printable for in-shop use. Includes active links to online resources.

ONLY $24.95

ORDER NOW
and get this FREE 164-page book

To order, visit woodmagazine.com/2005 or call 1-888-636-4478

BESEY® INVENTED THE ORIGINAL PARALLEL CLAMP... NOW THE BEST IS EVEN BETTER!

Introducing the NEW K Body® REVO™
Built bigger, better and stronger for woodworkers who want the best!
The industry leading parallel clamp just got better. Introducing the most powerful parallel clamp you can buy, the K Body® REVO™. We took the best features of the classic K Body®, a favorite among serious woodworkers for over 30 years, and added many upgrades and features to create the revolutionary K Body® REVO™. The REVO™ offers a 30% increase in clamping surface, 1500 lbs. of clamping force, a larger comfort grip handle, precise parallel clamping and the ability to quickly convert to a spreader. BESEY®. Simply better. Check us out in Atlanta at IWF 2008 – booth # 5065.

BESSEY® Tools North America • 1.800.828.1004 • www.besseytools.com
Circle No. 745

The Best Wood Glue Ever

What makes Titebond III Ultimate Wood Glue the best ever? It’s waterproof, yet cleans up with water. It allows eight minutes of open assembly time and offers an application temperature as low as 47°F.

Plus it’s vastly stronger, safer, easier to clean up and less expensive than polyurethane glues.

Titebond® III.

We see it as a natural progression of tradition and excellence. You’ll see it as the ultimate wood glue.

Titebond® III

Ultimate Wood Glue

Waterproof – Superior Strength Lower Application Temperature Longer Open Assembly Time

1-800-347-4583 www.titebond.com
Circle No. 24
Two new pinners go 2" deep for mounting moldings

Many times, we've attached crown moldings to cabinets or walls, and in the past, used glue and brads. But the job was never finished until the brad holes were filled, and the colors matched. New 23-gauge pin nailers from Cadex and Grex sink headless pins up to 2" long and leave holes so small, they require little filler. If you drive the pins into the grain lines, you likely won't even need to fill the holes.

But can pin placement be that exact? It is with these models. Achieving that precision, though, requires that the manufacturer remove the safety mechanism from the nose. So to maintain safety, these pinners have two triggers: Both must be depressed to fire a pin. Although it's a simple procedure, be warned that these pinners will fire anytime you press both triggers. So get into the habit of placing the nose on your workpiece before pulling the triggers.

In testing these pinners, we found both could drive 2"-long pins through oak molding and into a wall frame with no trouble. (You'll need to use adhesive to help hold the molding long-term.) They also buried full-length fasteners into solid white oak and hard maple, although a few stood slightly proud when our compressor's air pressure dipped below 100 psi, or when we relaxed our downward pressure on the pinner.

Both pinners feature dry-firing protection should the pins run out—preventing drive-pin damage—but the Grex goes a step further. It locks out firing with about six pins left. (There's also an override if you need to fire a few more before reloading.) They each include a viewing window in the magazine, a belt hook, rear air exhaust, and a durable carrying case. But the Grex fires pins as short as ½", and features directional marks on the pins that prove helpful when reloading. Besides pins, the Cadex also fires 23-gauge brads (essentially a headed pin), shoots pins as short as ⅛", and has a swiveling air coupler for maneuverability.

—Tested by Jeff Mertz and Erv Roberts

Model P650L
Performance ★★★★★
Price $340
Grex Power Tools 888-447-3926; grexusa.com

Model CPB23.50
Performance ★★★★★
Price $300
Cadex Tools 604-876-9909; cadextools.com
Power Bore bits clear chips for faster, cooler drilling

This is one of those “Why didn’t I think of it?” products. Rockler’s Power Bore drill bits clear chips much faster than ordinary twist bits or brad-point bits, while still cutting crisp, precise holes. These bits remind me of those inside hollow mortising chisels. Each has a centerpoint for accurate placement, a single shear-spur to cut the hole, and steeply angled flutes that evacuate chips from inside a hole without plugging.

I drilled multiple holes into 2”-thick red oak and hard maple with the Power Bore bits as well as standard twist bits and brad-point bits of the same diameter. The Power Bore bits never plugged, and I didn’t once have to back them out of the holes. By comparison, I could go only 1” deep with the brad-point bits and ¾” deep with the twist bits before plugging the flutes. No plugging means less heat buildup that dulls the bits.

The nine-piece set comes in a plastic storage case and contains the following sizes (in inches): ¼, 5/32, ⅜, ⅝, ⅞, 1/16, 5/32, 5/16, ⅜, ¼.

—Tested by Pat Lowry

Power Bore Drill Bit Set, model 31345

Performance ★★★★★

Price $68

Rockler
800-279-4441; rockler.com

continued on page 80
Low-cost, low-speed 6" grinder proves a perfect fit for turners

I've long searched for an inexpensive 6" slow-speed (1,725 rpm) grinder for sharpening my turning tools. Problem was, all the 6" grinders I found either had 3,450-rpm motors—way too fast for sharpening lathe chisels and other hand tools—or their bases were too wide for mounting my Wolverine sharpening jig.

Grizzly Industrial has solved that problem with its H8126 low-cost, slow-speed 6" grinder. This pint-size grinder has all the power you'll need to sharpen lathe tools, wood chisels, and plane irons. (Its 3/4-hp motor is a little on the light side for sharpening lawn-mower blades.) I like that it comes with two aluminum-oxide wheels: one 3/4" wide and 36 grit, and the other 1 1/2" wide and 100 grit. With the 100-grit wheel, I can sharpen wide tools without having to slide them side-to-side on the narrow wheel. Add $15 for a diamond dressing tool to flatten the wheels, and you'll have sharp tools in no time.

—Tested by Jan Svec

6" Bench Grinder, model H8126
Performance ★★★★★
Price $80
Grizzly Industrial
800-523-4777; grizzly.com
"When I think about owning my own business...

When woodworking is your passion, and owning your own business is your goal, Woodcraft can help you take your skill and expertise to the retail level.

I think of Woodcraft..."
A router table and extension wing all in one

Includes our 28" ProFence, the best router table fence on the market.

ProFence quickly dismounts and hangs on these hooks when using the table saw.

ProMAX
Cast Iron Router Table
Stock No. 40-031

Cast iron table is ground to a flat, true and smooth surface.

Additional miter track is great for feather boards, crosscut slabs and other jigs.

Free Catalog!
Bench Dog products are available at fine woodworking stores across the country!
For Dealer Locations and a FREE Catalog visit benchdog.com

SOMMERFELD'S TOOLS
For Wood

ENTER TO WIN TODAY
Professional Router Table System!

Enter to WIN $860.00 of Sommerfeld's Tools
The One and Only Solid Aluminum Router Table!

Call or go online to enter for your chance to WIN the ultimate straight or arched-top raised panel cabinet building system... You'll win our huge, easy-to-use, U.S.-made Router Table... a six-piece Cabinetmaking Set, and we'll even throw in all seven of Marc Sommerfeld's DVDs! These DVD's show you the fast, simple way to do a multitude of jobs!

A winner will be selected by random drawing from all eligible entries received by the 30th of September 2008. No Purchase Necessary. Void where prohibited.

GO ONLINE TO ENTER!

7 Instructional DVD's

To Enter or for a FREE Catalog call today...

Source Code WM88
Toll Free 888-228-9288
Visit us on the web... www.SOMMERFELDTOOLS.com
DEFINITION: A computer-controlled, multifunction shop tool for routing, drilling, carving, machining, sawing, grooving, turning, joint making, engraving, sign making and intricate cutting of wood, plastic and aluminum...

...We call it Buddy

The new ShopBot PR5alpha BT32 is here. Call or visit us online to learn more about the latest high-performance CNC systems from ShopBot.

www.shopbottools.com  888-680-4466

www.osbornewood.com

Osborne Wood Products, Inc. has a large selection of wood components that can be easily ordered online at www.osbornewood.com

4618 Ed Highway 123 N
Tallahassee, FL 32307

800.245.3233
info@osbornewood.com
128 pages of confidence-building skills to help you master woodworking's most versatile power tool.
STEVE WALL LUMBER CO.
Quality Hardwoods and Woodworking Machinery For The Craftsman and Educational Institutions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Wood Type</th>
<th>4/4 Select</th>
<th>8/4 Select</th>
<th>12/4 Select</th>
<th>16/4 Select</th>
<th>20/4 Select</th>
<th>24/4 Select</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ash</td>
<td>$2.60</td>
<td>$6.90</td>
<td>$12.00</td>
<td>$19.40</td>
<td>$22.90</td>
<td>$29.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basswood</td>
<td>$1.90</td>
<td>$4.50</td>
<td>$8.00</td>
<td>$13.00</td>
<td>$16.00</td>
<td>$20.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Birch</td>
<td>$3.50</td>
<td>$7.50</td>
<td>$13.50</td>
<td>$22.00</td>
<td>$27.50</td>
<td>$34.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Butternut</td>
<td>$3.50</td>
<td>$7.90</td>
<td>$14.00</td>
<td>$23.00</td>
<td>$28.00</td>
<td>$35.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cherry</td>
<td>$4.00</td>
<td>$9.00</td>
<td>$16.00</td>
<td>$27.00</td>
<td>$33.00</td>
<td>$42.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hickory</td>
<td>$3.50</td>
<td>$8.00</td>
<td>$14.00</td>
<td>$23.00</td>
<td>$28.00</td>
<td>$35.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mahogany (Genuine)</td>
<td>$4.90</td>
<td>$11.00</td>
<td>$18.00</td>
<td>$29.00</td>
<td>$36.00</td>
<td>$45.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maple (Hard)</td>
<td>$4.48</td>
<td>$9.00</td>
<td>$16.00</td>
<td>$26.00</td>
<td>$32.00</td>
<td>$40.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maple (Soft)</td>
<td>$2.90</td>
<td>$6.00</td>
<td>$10.00</td>
<td>$18.00</td>
<td>$23.00</td>
<td>$29.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poplar</td>
<td>$1.90</td>
<td>$4.50</td>
<td>$8.00</td>
<td>$13.00</td>
<td>$16.00</td>
<td>$20.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red Oak</td>
<td>$2.60</td>
<td>$6.90</td>
<td>$12.00</td>
<td>$19.40</td>
<td>$22.90</td>
<td>$29.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walnut</td>
<td>$3.40</td>
<td>$8.00</td>
<td>$14.00</td>
<td>$23.00</td>
<td>$28.00</td>
<td>$35.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White Oak</td>
<td>$3.70</td>
<td>$9.00</td>
<td>$16.00</td>
<td>$27.00</td>
<td>$33.00</td>
<td>$42.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cedar (Aromatic Red)</td>
<td>$1.80</td>
<td>$4.50</td>
<td>$8.00</td>
<td>$13.00</td>
<td>$16.00</td>
<td>$20.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cypress</td>
<td>$2.00</td>
<td>$5.50</td>
<td>$9.00</td>
<td>$15.00</td>
<td>$19.50</td>
<td>$24.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White Pine</td>
<td>$3.25</td>
<td>$8.00</td>
<td>$14.00</td>
<td>$23.00</td>
<td>$28.00</td>
<td>$35.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yellow Pine</td>
<td>$2.50</td>
<td>$6.00</td>
<td>$10.00</td>
<td>$16.00</td>
<td>$20.00</td>
<td>$25.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Above prices are for 100' quantities of kiln dried rough lumber sold by the Bd. Ft. FOB Mayodan, NC. Call for quantity discounts. Other sizes and grades available.

STEVE H. WALL LUMBER CO.
BOX 287
MAYODAN, N.C. 27027
336-427-0637
1-800-633-1062
FAX 336-427-7588

Email: wood@walllumber.com
Website: www.walllumber.com

Send $1.00 For Lumber Catalog
Prices Subject To Change Without Notice

OLIVER MACHINERY DEALER
HARDWOOD PLYWOOD
CUSTOM RAISED PANEL DOORS
CUSTOM PLANK HARDWOOD FLOORING
THIN CRAFTWOOD
EXOTIC LUMBER

VISIT OUR NEW WEB SITE:
www.Flexcut.com

Tools for the Art of Woodcarving

Cut Your Own Wood! With the MP-32 Sawmill you can cut your own lumber for a Home, Fence, Furniture, and much More! Affordable, Powerful, & Reliable! Call for your FREE Catalog today!

Cook's Saw Mfg., LLC
1-800-473-4804

www.cookssaw.com

On-line catalog pictures hundreds of full-size woodworking plans at low prices, plus more than 30 downloadable plans. Indoor, outdoor, kids and holiday projects for all skill levels.

(800) 82-U-BILD

The Woodturners Source
Toll-Free 888-206-4246
www.DRchipper.com

SELF-FEEDING DR® CHIPPER!
Just load a DR® RAPID-FEED™ CHIPPER, step back, and watch it chip branches up to 5½" thick!

- SELF-FEEDING saves time and energy. Most branches can be dropped into the hopper and will self-feed, instead of you having to force-feed them.
- CHIP BRANCHES UP TO 5-1/2" thick with powerful engines up to 18 HP.
- PRO-SPEC™ CHIPPER KNIFE is made of forged alloy tool steel, making it exceptionally strong with an excellent edge-holding ability.

Get a FREE DVD and Catalog!

curiouswoods.com
SUPERIOR QUALITY HARDWOODS... FOR SUPERIOR RESULTS.
Save 5% on your next order. Use promo code: WM5 at online checkout

Small to Truckload Quantity Orders • Secure Online and Phone Ordering • Personal Service Is Our Specialty!
Hand selected native and imported hardwoods, turning stock, burls, plywood, veneers, flooring and fine finishing oils.

VISIT OUR STORE - ROUTE 67, BALLSTON SPA, NY

Quality Kits for Making Wooden Barrel Pens, Pencils, Roller Balls and Fountain Pens plus other related items Wholesale/Retail

VISIT OUR NEW WEB SITE:
www.penkits.com

BereaHardWoodCo., Inc.
Projects and Plans

Vendor Cart
Kit to build includes 2-24” iron wheels that really work, axles and step-by-step plans. Finished project measures 50” L x 25” W x 34” H. $76.80 plus S/H

ByeGone Workshop
888-279-3941 8-5 M-F EST
www.byegone.com

W O O D  H E A T
CLASSIC
Outdoor Wood Furnace
100% Wood Heat for Your Home, Water, Shop and More.

- Heat multiple buildings, pool, domestic water and more.
- Clean, safe and efficient heat.
- Adapts to new and existing heating systems.

Central Boiler
Find your nearest dealer at:
centralboiler.com
800-248-4681

HARDWOODS
Lumber - Veneer - Turning Stock
exoticwoods.net
800.423.2450
Wood Descriptions - Secure Online Ordering

W O O D W O R K E R S
Source
1811 N. Black Canyon Hwy. • Phoenix, AZ 85023
645 W. Elliott Rd. • Tempe, AZ 85284
3441 S. Palo Verde • Tucson, AZ 85713

Saw Your Own Valuable Lumber

LT10 Ultra Compact... store in garage
Large Log Capacity 24” dia. by 11’
(Add optional 7’ bed extension, no limit to the length)
7.0 HP Gas Engine

SEVEN Other Sawmill Models to Choose from.

Large Capacity Sawmill ONLY
$3,795*

Wood-Mizer
800.553.0182
woodmizer.com/A703
WOODWORKING'S MUST-SEE TV

More than 70 FREE How-to Videos!

woodmagazine.com/videos
This china cabinet was built with Dowelmax to create 60 precision hardwood dowel joints for the strongest and most accurate construction possible.

Our Unconditional Guarantee: Wood joints that are stronger than a mortise and tenon, and a joinery system that is more accurate and versatile than any other system on the market.

For more information, or to order call 1.877.986.9400 or log on to www.dowelmax.com

Call Today For Your FREE Catalog!
1-800-556-2548
www.klockkit.com

Dept. Code: WD808
What's Ahead
A sneak peek inside the October issue (on sale August 26)

FEATURED PROJECT
Quilt Rack
Display several quilts in minimal floor space with this no-nonsense rack. It quickly disassembles for storage or transport.

Flat-screen entertainment center
This easy-to-build table puts a flat-screen TV at the right height for viewing, with storage for components. You'll also find instructions for matching coffee and end tables.

Wood car
Is it possible to build a wooden car that will go 240 miles per hour? Discover how a crew of North Carolina craftsmen are making this dream a reality.

Chinese checkers
Build this project in just a weekend for years of fun-filled family entertainment. A simple router template makes child's play of accurately placing the marble recesses.

TOOL TEST
Random-orbit sanders
Our head-to-head trials of 12 popular machines reveal the ones that best combine aggressiveness and comfort with a fine finish.

Sharpening systems compared
We take a look at three types—honing guides (shown above), as well as powered dry and wet machines—to uncover what's best for you.

How to use a bowl gouge
Interested in turning a bowl? Learn how to choose, sharpen, and effectively manipulate the tool that will help you get the job done right.
TODAY I DISCOVERED NEW GORILLA WOOD GLUE
IS TOUGH ENOUGH FOR EVERY WOODWORKING JOB
AND THAT A PERFECT DOVETAIL JOINT CAN MAKE A GROWN MAN CRY

FOR THE TOUGHEST JOBS ON PLANET EARTH™
1-800-966-3458 • GORILLATOUGH.COM
If you’re looking for high-performance dust collection in your shop, choose from the ALL-NEW Powermatic® PM1300 and PM1900 models. Each come standard with features like a powerful motor, dual 4” dust ports, an infrared remote with digital timer, and an all-metal duct that improves rigidity and air flow. Available with a bag filtration system capable of filtering 96% of all 30 micron dust particles; or a canister filter capable of filtering up to 98% of all 2 micron dust particles. No matter which model you choose, Powermatic offers the highest performance packages. See them in action at your local quality Powermatic dealer.